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MESSAGES

“Happiness is not the absence
of problems,
it’s the ability to deal with
them.”

DEFI, the French term spells challenge and the tag line- ‘Let’s face the challenge’
specifies the theme of our Imprints Magazine this year! The year 2020 will forever be etched
in our memories for many reasons. This has been an year where we have learned and
unlearned many skills to re-learn about life and continue with life itself! We have had to
dream up and concoct strategies to help our children continue to learn. To celebrate this
never-quit spirit of our human life, we have come up with this particular title and theme for
our magazine!
2020- the Corona year has come and gone but we continue to battle the infection.
The silver lining is the discovery of the vaccine and the many positive reports we receive
about it! On the education front, the challenge has spelt a sea-change in the strategies that
we adopt in the teaching-learning process! It is all technology driven and we now have
parents learning the tricks of the tech-trade from their children! Tabs, smart phones,
systems, ‘the new normal’, ‘social distancing’ are everyday terms now. Physical activity
exercises are being specially designed to ensure and involve students in sports, games and
health regimens.
Change is the key term and the better and the sooner we adopt it, the smarter and
the more we benefit from it! Change is here and big time and it is here to stay! In light of all
that is said, we are here to win everyday, beacause we need to confront the challenge every
day, confront it, fight it, surmount it!
We invite you to peruse the contents of the Magazine - it is all about the students’
experiences, their challenges and their perceptions of the Corona age and time!
Please do make time to read, appreciate and encourage their efforts!
Defi is the title we have chosen
For our Annual ‘Imprints’ edition
Means ‘Challenge’ in simple parlance
It speaks of our courage and confidence!
The world’s in confusion at every turn
At every new step this is what we learn
No alternative except to face it
Mobilise all our resources to fight it!
Take our courage in our hands
Gather together all our confidence
Prove to it that we are mightier
That we can confront it and also conquer!
Ms. Kalpakam Chavali
Chief Editor & Resource Person
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Imagination is the beginning of
creation. You imagine what you
desire, you will, what you imagine,
and at last, you create what you
will.
-George Bernard Shaw

I am delighted to see the first edition of the school e-Magazine ‘Defi- Let’s Face
the Challenge!’ on the theme ‘fighting against challenges.’ The COVID-19 lockdown
has given many people an opportunity to tap their creativity and unlock their
concealed talents.
I would like to congratulate the committed teachers and students who have
utilized their wonderful, creative thoughts and imagination that enabled the
students to develop their divergent thinking.
There is a well-known saying that “Nothing is permanent in this temporary
world.” Life will never be the same again. Everyone in this world tries his/her best
to create, innovate and modernize with the changing times.
A lot of creativity and innovation has emerged during the pandemic situation
and as a result, education has changed dramatically. With the phenomenal rise of
e-learning, digital platforms have been used for teaching. Technology and
innovation have become the key facilitators of success in any arena. Hence think
big and create new.
I would like to convey my heartfelt appreciation to all the stakeholders of
Delhi School of Excellence, Manikonda - parents, students, teachers and staff who
have struggled through these challenging times with enormous enthusiasm and
commitment and have also quickly got acclimatized to the changing situation.
With Best Wishes!
Shri P. Madhusudhan Rao
Chairman
DSE Group of Institutions
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It is the supreme art of the
teacher to awaken joy in
creative expression and
knowledge.
-Albert Einstein

These words best describe the glorious rise of DSE Manikonda which has evolved
into a well-known institution that constantly keeps developing skills in a child’s
personality such as creativity, critical thinking and problem-solving.
Although, it has been a virtual learning platform for all our students and a virtual
teaching platform to all our teachers, it has indeed been an eventful year, replete
with a plethora of online activities and events that celebrated the essence of
Learning, Growth and Creativity.
I remain appreciative of all the stakeholders who have made their homes as schools
and kept the spirit going; to hone the talents and channelize the energy of the
young minds into productive and creative thinkers which is evident in this first
edition of e-Magazine, ‘Defi-Let’s Face the Challenge!.’
It gives me great joy to meet you all through this publication which is a great way
to communicate and recognize your creativity.
I take this opportunity to appreciate the team that worked behind this production
and rose above the present pandemic situation to prove that ‘Nothing is Impossible’
and ‘Together, We Can Achieve More’.
With all Good Wishes!
Ms. Shilpa Ravi
Vice Chairperson
DSE Group of Institutions
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The life each of us lives is the
life within the limits of our own
thinking. To have life more
abundant, we must think in
limitless terms of abundance.
-Thomas Dreier

Looking back on the past years, one has to acknowledge that DSE Manikonda has
done an excellent and outstanding service for the cause of education in the most
pleasant and healthy environment. Amid the corona crisis too, Deesians left no
stone unturned to delve deep into their minds to do creative things in productive
ways.
The academic session 2020-21 has been a year of change and transformation
which was witnessed in all areas of its journey. While academics is our major
thrust, we have sought a fine balance between Scholastic and Co-Scholastic areas
of our students during this crucial time.
Nothing came to a standstill. We prepared ourselves to take life ahead with all our
normal activities according to the new normal. Our talented and dedicated staff,
both teaching and non-teaching have been showcasing their care and concern;
working from home for the benefit of students.
Parents have the most important role in moulding the future of children. Their
consistent support empowers us to do more. I pay my gratitude to them for their
faith in us.
We are sure that the positive attitude, hard work, sustained efforts and innovative
ideas exhibited by our young Deesians through our first e-Magazine
‘Defi-Let’s Face the Challenge!’ will surely stir the mind of the readers and take
them to the real world of joy and pleasure.
I congratulate the ‘Editorial Team’ for their successful endeavour in bringing out
this edition.
Wish you all good luck!
Ms. K.M. Rama Devi
Secretary
DSE Group of Institutions
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“Make an empty space in any
corner of your mind and
creativity will instantly fill it“
-Dee Hock

We are proud to state that DSE has been one of the pioneer institutions to accept
and forge ahead with online teaching. What started out as mere classroom lessons
to impart academic learning quickly spread to involve all the curricular,
extracurricular and co-curricular activities of the school. With every passing day,
something new, something creative is learnt and imbibed through online classes.
The adage ‘creativity is contagious, pass it on’ was truly epitomised by both the
students and teachers.
We were amazed at the role essayed by the students that of inventing,
experimenting, taking risks, breaking rules, making mistakes and at the same
time having fun! As we are reaching the end of this tumultuous academic year, the
end result of these ‘creators’ in ensuring that learning is taken beyond the four
walls of the classroom, skyrocketed our expectations.
DSE has evolved brilliantly to accept the changing scenario and become super
efficient at confronting the situation. My total appreciation to the teachers who
have put aside all their misgivings and rising to the occasion beyond everybody’s
imagination all the while bearing in mind the fulfilment of the Vision and Mission
of the school.
I take this opportunity to thank the parents for having bestowed their faith and
confidence in us and always stood by us as pillars of strength in the course of our
academic journey.
I congratulate the entire Editorial Team for having added more leaves of credits to
DSE through their creative thoughts.
May the fountain head of creativity grow stronger amongst children under the able
guidance of the dedicated teachers.
All the very best!
Ms. B. Shashikala
Academic Director
DSE Group Of Institutions
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If you could get up the courage
to begin, you have the courage
to succeed
-David Viscott

When at crossroads, all the paths riddled with hurdles, we decide to conquer our
fears and Face the Challenges that await to reach our destination, we realise that
we have a New dawn, a New day, a New Year and a New Beginning.
The Academic year 2020-21, like every year started with all plans in place and the
school was ready to put its plan into action but within the blink of an eye, things
turned chaotic.
Under the circumstances we were faced with only one choice, ‘Face the Challenges’
ahead. At this juncture with great happiness and pride, as the Principal of
Delhi School of Excellence, Manikonda, I must express that DSE as a family, not
only the Management, Teachers and Staff but also our dear Students and Parents
came together as a Team and quickly worked towards making most of the situation.
The speed and alacrity with which the new mode of Online Teaching was adopted
promised of new HOPE.
The quick shift to a technology based system of education needless to say had
its fair share of difficulties but with detailed planning under the supervision of the
Management who were there every hour of the day,focused workshops and
massive support from our parent fraternity the tables were quickly turned and
here we are now bringing out our First Online Magazine Imprints, DEFI-Face the
Challenges.
As David Viscott rightly said “If you could get up the courage to begin, you have
the courage to succeed”.
We hope that as our readers take a trip down the memory lane whilst going through
the pages of our magazine, their hearts are filled with happiness and amazement .
With Best Wishes….
Ms. S. Hemalatha
Principal
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“The world as we have created it is
a process of our thinking. It cannot
be changed without changing our
thinking.”
-Albert Einstein

To exist is to change, to change is to mature, to mature is to go on creating oneself
endlessly. A year that began on a positive note; that I can do it no matter how hard things
seem, made us achieve success in the academic year 2020-21.
Education is an ever changing sector and our teachers adapted to these variations and
technologies to educate kids in an enriching manner. Challenges are a part and parcel of
life, but how we face these challenges define who we are. DSE quickly adapted to this new
method of education and was one of the first schools to efficiently shift to an online form
of learning.
Most of the important things in the world have been accomplished by people, who kept
on trying when there seemed to be no hope at all. We believe that learning takes place
in an engaging environment. Online learning was accompanied with joyful Music classes,
Dance classes, Yoga and Physical Education classes. It was a joy to see them engage in all
the inter house competitions and various events held online. Children also participated in
inter-school competitions and kept the schools spirit alive.
Keeping children motivated mentally can be a challenge. DSE not only focuses on
academic skills it also focuses on skills such as critical thinking and adaptability, which will
be more important for success in the future. It is clear that this pandemic had disrupted
the education System. Our Teachers were self-motivated and eager to take initiative to
address our challenging performance requirements. They were an enthusiastic, fast
learning workforce. They were willing to change, try harder and eager to make our
students succeed.
Good Planning is the key to getting the most from all activities. I would like to thank the
Management, the Academic Director, the Principal, the Resource Person, the IT Head,
Teachers and Staff for implementing the appropriate plan and guiding students through
the challenges they faced in a systematic and organized manner.
Wishing all the Students Cheer and Good Health!.
Ms. Jasmine Augustine
Headmistress
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The object of education is to
prepare the young to educate
themselves throughout
their lives

I believe the journey through school is a special one, where the children are at the
heart of the decisions we make. We ensure they are happy, confident, inspired, and
thus strive towards independent learning and academic success.
Our learning environment is colourful and energetic and each lesson boasts
creative, hands on and stimulating learning experiences. Our Curriculum creates a
passion for learning and curiosity. This helps to develop high aspirations, a lifetime
of memories and provides each child with relevant opportunities for both now and
in the future.
As Pre-Primary and Primary Coordinator my aim is to ensure that each child can
achieve and progress to their full potential, in their academic, creative, personal,
physical, moral and spiritual development. We aim to deliver this through the
highest quality of teaching and learning within a happy and safe environment.
Ms. Sugra Fatima
Coordinator - Pre Primary & Grade I-II
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Change Is Imperative
To Your Mind And In Your
Action.

Well, let us see how this sums up for the year 2020-21.
We saw a sea change in our lives
We saw a model-setting, breakdown overnight
The change had set in
An alternative in the offing
Technology to our rescue
Transition made easy by the DSE crew
Virtual classes in this Digital Era
Does it promise to bring us the Tiara?
Positive and hopeful
Our Teachers in full throttle
Proved their mettle
Indeed a marvel!!!
As the Coordinator of Grades III-V, I congratulate and appreciate my team of
teachers who adapted themselves brilliantly and balanced their work at school and
home without making any compromises whatsoever.
I sincerely thank the teaching community for having worked tirelessly with an
everlasting smile for the betterment of our students and the society as a whole.
Regards
Durga Vani
Coordinator - Grades III-V
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Reinventing Schooling with
Creativity and Technology
to Face the Challenge

If you wish to face the challenge, realise that creativity and technology hold the key!
The unprecedented onset of the virus outbreak and its global disruption of the
meaning of normal has also paved the way to bringing the world together in ways
never thought of before. Most of the world has adapted to the new normal at such
a rapid pace thanks to technology. But the real credit goes to institutions and
individuals who showed the willingness to bring in new and innovative ways in
environments which were previously never thought of, disrupting its well
established and ‘normal’ routines.
Taking the education field for example, no one could’ve ever imagined that there
was any other way than the conventional mode of schooling. How could one think
of attending classes without going to school, of submitting homework and giving
exams outside the classroom, of planning annual days and functions without
thinking about venues, stadiums and large decorations. Traditionally, this is
something that probably wouldn’t have been given serious thought in the
educational fraternity. But in times of crisis such as now, the call of innovation and
creativity has been answered brilliantly by the same people.
While on one hand, doctors and medical helpers have taken up arms in the battle
against covid, on the other, teachers and students are standing strong against the
pandemic in their own way. The concept of online learning is not a new one, but task
of implementing it as the new normal across the education sector is no less than
a humongous feat. It involves constant reinvention of teaching methods, seamless
coordination among different teams and diligent troubleshooting at a moments
notice. This huge burden which was thrust upon the shoulders of our schools initially
did look strong enough to break the foundation of the system, but with time has
made it stronger and more capable.
Today, the concept of learning has broken the age and regional boundaries. To
adapt to the new way of schooling, teachers themselves have become students to
cope up with the times. From learning how to use online platforms for teaching to
making presentations to editing videos, the focus has been on using technology to
make teaching and learning easier, and also leaving enough space for allowing to
creativity to flourish. This has only made our education system stronger as
everyone has got their own share of constant learnings.
MVS Padmavathi
IT Head
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E-CAMPAIGNING, ELECTIONS, RESULTS & MORE!
1st July, 2020 saw the Manikonda DSEians exercise their Franchise. This was preceded by 3 days of hectic
lobbying and parleying, while they tried to convince everyone why they need to be elected. All the candidates
put their best foot forward and were at their coolest best and extremely impressive!

On the Campaign Trail
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RESPLENDENT INVESTITURE CEREMONY
8th August saw all the newly elected Prefects wear their official colours and don their badges. At a solemn
ceremony that was conducted Online, the parents presented the colours and the badges and invested the oath
of office to them. The entire school cheered the proud moment! Nehi Modi and Sreethan P were sworn in
as the Head Girl and the Head Boy, respectively!

A momentous journey
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LET’S MEET OUR CABINET MEMBERS

Sreethan Reddy P
XA
Head Boy

Nehi Modi
XB
Head Girl

Bhavik Kondur
XA
Deputy Head Boy

Gayathri Ganti
IXA
Deputy Head Girl

Md. Roshan Naveed
XB
Cultural Secretary

Tanvi Vipin
XA
Cultural Secretary

Kalva Rikhil
IXA
Dept. Cultural Secretary
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Kidambi Kavitha Haima
IXB
Dept. Cultural Secretary

Abhi Ram Reddy M
XA
Sports Captain

LET’S MEET OUR CABINET MEMBERS

Deepshika Gurrampati
XA
Sports Captain

Siddhartha P
IXA
Deputy Discipline Captain

Nuha Tamanna Abdul
XA
Student Editor

Sai Lokesh Pedasingh
XA
Discipline Captain

Penta Reddy Mary Mancy
XB
Discipline Captain

Supreetha Kesari
IXB
Deputy Discipline Captain

Geetha Madhuri B
IXB
NIE Reporter

Kaustubh V. Ramesh
IXA
Student Editor

Faiza Samreen
XA
NIE Reporter
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PERFECT PREFECTS OF THE FOUR HOUSES

Ms. Qudaija
Mentor

Shriya Kanagiri, X A
Captain

Lakshmi Tanvi, IX B
Vice-Captain

Rida Kareem, VIII A
Prefect

Ms. Sana Fatima
Mentor

Amulya Y, X A
Captain

Gokul M, IX B
Vice-Captain

Rohan Kanagiri, VIII C
Prefect

Ms. Apoorva
Mentor

Jahnavi Vipin, X B
Captain

Hemanth Reddy, IXA
Vice-Captain

Stuti Tiwari, VIII C
Prefect

Mr. Lakshmi Narayana
Mentor
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Jigisha Anand Bhide, X A
Captain

Sankith T Reddy, IXA
Vice-Captain

Sai Rishi V, VIII C
Prefect

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS

DSEIANS SALUTE THEIR INDIAN TRI-COLOUR!
The Indian Tri-colour was unfurled at the stroke of 9 am on 15th August by our
lively Principal, Ms. Hemalatha Sistla, in the School premises and the Flag
Hoisting ceremony was streamed live in the Special Assembly for all the
students. The newly formed cabinet strung together a lively and interesting
cultural programme, which was greatly enjoyed.
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ODE TO THE TEACHERS - TEACHERS‘ DAY
The Students presented a grand celebration of lively songs and dances. Students donned the role of mentors
and wished them on the special occasion of the Teachers’ Day.
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MANAGEMENT FELICITATES TEACHERS
The magnanimous Management of the DSE Group of Institutions organised a gala celebration to felicitate and
compliment all its Munificent Mentors - the Lifeline of its wonderful Organisations! Praises and paeans were
lavished upon their much-trusted and much-toasted wonderful Teachers, the Pride of the DSE Group of
Institutions! The Management proudly felicitated 5 members of its “Meritorious Ménage” who completed a
glorious 5 years! Kudos and Congratulations to these proud mentors.

V
I
D
E
O

Congratulations for completing 5 glorious years
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TO CHILDREN WITH LOVE - CHILDREN’S DAY
Song and dance, melody and masthi reigned supreme at the Children’s Day celebrations. There were speeches
galore on ‘Chacha Nehru’ from speakers belonging to different classes and sections! The students were taken
on a walk down the memory lane by being shown a poignantly shot video of all the events of the previous
year by the teachers.

Masti & Maza - Lively Entertainment by Teachers
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THEY EARNED IT! - TROPHY DISTRIBUTION
Thursday, 21th December, 10:30am saw the most befitting culmination to the year-long competitions that the
students participated in-winning worthy points for their Houses and achieving personal laurels and accolades!
The Trophy for the year was bagged by the Samurais! The Mentors, Ms. Joby & Ms. Sana, Samurai’s Captain,
Amulya of Grade X, Samurai’s Vice-Captain, Gokul of Grade IX were present in strength to accept the coveted
Trophy at the hands of our Secretary, Ms. M. Rama Devi & Academic Director, Ms. B. Shashikala.

Culmination of Efforts!
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SAYONARA - GRADE X
Students of Grade IX, 2020-21 did not let the absence of physical classes deter them from hosting a memorable
Farewell for their Seniors. The seniors were moved by the love, affection and poignant memoriesthat they felt
in the farewell. The seniors thanked their juniors for coming up with such an emotional, yet fun filled adieu.
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APPEALING ASSEMBLIES
The morning Assembly is an enjoyable tradition at DSE, Manikonda, that nobody ignores, not even in these
troublesome times when we are following online classes. The Assembly In-charges Ms. Vandana Venugopal
and Ms. Meenakshi Sharma devised themes for weekly Assemblies & Special Assemblies to mark and observe
special days, attributed to specific events!
Talk about Sport Day or Yoga day, Rashtriya Ekta Diwas, or a day assigned to the cause of the Girl-child,
students observed and celebrated it with the same solemnity. There is no dearth of skills and students
put their ‘best foot forward’ in an endeavour to give their best to the celebration! Singing, music, dance,
play-acting, PPT presentations etc. there are talents galore that unfold and impress. Assembly and Assembly
activities break the ennui of online classes and breathe life into learning activities!

CELEBRATING SPECIAL DAYS

Rashtriy Ekta Diwas

International Music Day

National Sports Day

Yoga Day

National Mathematics Day

Vijay Diwas
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THEME BASED ASSEMBLIES
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Air Force Day

Armistice Day

Kisan Diwas

Literacy Day

Ekta Diwas

Unity in Diversity

Happiness

Incredible India - Our National Heros

ASSEMBLIES

Rivers Day

Armistice Day

Photography Day

Sadbhavana Divas

Milad-Un-Nabi

Laughter Day

Tsunami Day

Nutrition Week
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FESTIVAL FUN
Celebration of Festivals is an important tradition at DSE Manikonda, for it inculcates the spirit of secularism
amongst the students. So whether it is Eid or Diwali or Christmas, they are celebrated with great joy.
Children greet each other, share sweets and come dressed in their lovely new attire. This year there were
Virtual Celebrations of Christmas, Diwali and Sankrathi. There was great bonding and bonhomie amongst the
students.
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CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS
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SANKRANTHI
CELEBRATIONS
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ART INTEGRATED LEARNING

I DO, I REMEMBER
Teachers utilised the slightest opportunity to conduct hands-on activities for students. The intention was to
break the ennui and the monotony of online classes, usage of PPTs, technology aided lessons etc. The
students were encouraged to get involved in activities using their creativity and their own hands, like planting
seeds, painting, paper-craft etc. The activities played a fun role in enhancing the teaching-learning process!

Internal Body Parts

Heart

Turmeric Art

Brain and Neuron

First-Aid

Density

Force And Energy

Sprout Houses

Sprout Houses
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CLASSROOM ACTIVITES
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Sprout Houses

Digestive System

House with Sprout Roof

Properties of Air

Edible Sedimentary Rock

Transport in Animals and Plants

Unity in Diversity

Freedom Fighters

Tribal Mask

CLASSROOM ACTIVITES

Natural Resources

Natural Resources

Sexual Reproduction

Sexual Reproduction

Respiration

Roman Numbers

Natural Resources

Respiration

Puppet Show
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ART INTEGRATION
As per the CBSE stipulation, students from Grades I-X were involved in integrating Art with their lessons. Resultantly,
Role-play, Dramatics, Music, Dance, Needle work, Model making, Pottery became the norm of the day along with learning
the regular lessons. Students of Grades IX & X had Art Integration as Subject Enrichment Activities.
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River Water ‘Talks’

Learn About India

‘Leafy’ Animals

Animal ‘Project’

‘Colour’ Count

Way To Good Health

ART INTEGRATION

All About India

‘Model’ Talk

Water Forms

Comparison - Telangana & Haryana

Festivals - Telangana & Haryana

Yet More Festivals
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Ek Bharath Shresth Bharath

Cuisine of Haryana

Tribal Mask

Green Revolution Impacts in Haryana
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Colourful Dresses

PERFECTING THE PERSONA

INTER HOUSE COMPETITIONS
The CCA team of the school played host to some very innovative and interesting online Inter House
Competitions. They were graded as per the level of the class. Thus the competitions were bifurcated into
different categories. The CCA team put in intense efforts to stream-line the competitions and as a result they
went off without a hitch. Turn Coat, Be a Tell Tale, Gratitudes-Platitudes, Say it like it is, are some of the
competitions that were organised.

Gratitude Platitude

Chuckles & Smiles

Whirl and Twirl

Product Parody

Rangoli Making

Recitation

Live Reporting on Sankranthi
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INTER HOUSE COMPETITIONS

Picture Perfect

Sculpt N Shape
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Say It Like It Is

Sports Quiz

This is Radio DSE

Thingo Lingo

Tango Together

Rangoli Riot

Brochure Making

INTER SCHOOL COMPETITIONS
BOUQUETS & LAURELS
The pandemic didn’t seem to dampen the spirits of our lively youngsters and they participated in Inter School
Competitions with gusto! And what’s more they won quite a few prizes too. Scroll down to learn more about
their achievements:

Rocking @ Rockwoods International School

Prakhyath Sourya (IB)
Story Telling
I Position

Ayaan Agarwal (IC)
Story Telling
II Position

Sannidhi Raj (IIB)
Origami
II Position

Haaris Rayhan (IIIB)
Mad Ad
II Position

G. Nidhi Reddy (IIIC)
Mad Ad
II Position

Neha Chowdary (IIIC)
Mad Ad
II Position

Aarush Sena (IVA)
Marvelous Me
II Position

T V N Maithri (IVB)
Marvelous Me
I Position

Saleema Bint (VB)
JAM
II Position

Sesha Sohil Nandiraju (VIA)
Sudoku Intermediate Level
II Position

V. Sai Rishi (VIIIB)
Fireless Cooking
II Position

Gargi Sachin (VIIA)
Karaoke Singing
III Position

Samrita (VIIIB)
Fireless Cooking
I Position
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INTER SCHOOL COMPETITIONS
Shining @ DPS Nadergul

Sreelalitha Prahanika
(VIIIC) Solo Western
III Position

G. Kevin Paul (VIIA)
Radio Jockey
II Position

Nishesh Mridu (IVA)
Patriotic Songs
II Position

Saleema Bint (VB)
Product Selling
I Position

Impuls Competition - Meridian

Haneesha Chinthala(IB)
Clay Modelling
I Position

P. Moukthika (IIB)
Sloka Recitation
III Position

Anindhya Shriya (IIC)
Gift of the Gab
Recitation
III Position

Khamlika (VC)

Online Chess Competition,

NMDC
I Position

Glory @
Glendale Lit Fest
Lexi-Whiz-Vocabulary
Challenge
III Position
V. Sai Rishi (VIIIB)

Sahasra Chithawadigi (VIIB)

Adarsh Mathaly (VIA)

IIHM YOUNG
CHEF INDIA
SCHOOLS-2020

V. Sai Rishi (VIIIB)
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Received certificate
of merit for being
selected among the
top 10 young chefs
at Regional level

Dhruva Kumar (IXA)
Open Chess Tournament

(Under 15 Category)
I Position

(Under 15 category) in
Medchal District Chess Ranking
Tournament held @
Joy International School, Bolaram
II Runner Up

SPORTS, HEALTH AND GAMES
Our innovative Sports and Yoga teachers have introduced off line sports, games and health activities to
break the monotony of the regular classes and the regular teaching-learning process! Teachers used their
creativity to devise aerobics, yoga exercises to engage students in a variety of physical activities to pique
the interest of the student and at the same time ensure good health for the students.

Yoga shows the way!
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FUN WITH GAMES
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CBSE INITIATIVE

FIT INDIA WEEK
The first and second weeks of December saw students from Grades I-X involve themselves in Yoga Exercises,
Dance and Fitness Exercises as part of the Fit India Week celebrations, following the strictures of the CBSE.
Rythmic Free Hand Exercises, Rythmic Zumba moves were all practised as part of the celebrations.
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VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS

Artisitic Endeavours
Nothing is more satisfying and fulfilling than the Visual and Performing Arts classes. Be it Indo Western
Dance, the Indian Classical Dance, Drama, Expression-they are all excellent ways of breaking the rigors of
the regular classroom actvities and ennui. Upto Grade V, students participate in all the various VPA activities.
Beyond Grade V they select their own activities.

Dexterous Fingers Say it All
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VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS

Indian Classical Dance Forms

Music Mantra

Mirror of our Heart - Expressions
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EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS

SPLASH OF COLOUR
Colours are a feast to the eyes. A Colourless life would be drab and dull. Each colour has its own significance.
To enable students to understand and learn about colours, Pre Primary children celebrated Colour days like
every year and learnt about the various colours in magical and joyous ways.

BLUE COLOUR DAY

RED COLOUR DAY

Be it festivals or important events, children love to celebrate them with pomp and gaiety. Happiness on
children’s faces is a feast to the eyes. The teachers of Pre Primary organised various celebrations for the
children so that they did not miss out spending happy times with their classmates, albet online.

CHILDREN’S DAY

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS
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VIRTUAL PICNIC

FAMILY FUN DAY
Family Fun Day was held for the Pre Primary students on 25th July. They had a ‘Virtual Picnic’ with their
family, setting up cosy tents and getting eats ready. Teachers organised engaging games for the families and
the entire families participated in them. All the families danced to the steps taught to them by Ms. Ruchitha,
dance teacher. They had a thoroughly enjoyable time.

Fun at the Picnic
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LEARNING IS FUN
LEARNING WITH FUN
I do, I learn! With this adage in mind, teachers try to infuse some fun activities into the concepts that they
teach so that students not only get some relief but also learn the concepts better. Thus activities like mask
making, candle making, going on a treasure hunt were some fun activities that the students enjoyed.

ANIMAL WORLD

SENSE ORGANS

MY HOUSE

MY CREATIVITY
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LEARNING BY DOING
INFUSING FUN INTO LEARNING
The Pre Primary Classroom is a hub of activities with the little ones trying their hand at interesting and fun filled
activities as a part of their learning. The smiling faces and twinkling eyes are a testimony to the fact that learning can
be fun.

I Do, I Learn!
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TALENTS ON DISPLAY
Students of Preprimary also had their fair share of compeititions which saw them not only giving off their best but also
thoroughly enjoying themselves. Story Enactment, Recitation, Drawing & Colouring and Solo Dance Competitions left
everyone mesmerised.

STORY ENACTMENT
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TALENTS ON DISPLAY
RECITATION

DRAWING AND COLOURING
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TALENTS ON DISPLAY
SOLO DANCE
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SELF EVALUATION - PP OPEN HOUSE
The tiny tots of PP had a field day telling their mamas and papas all that they had learnt all through the year.
They expressed themselves beautifully using the correct terms and appropriate words. They also read out
Telugu and Hindi letters of the alphabet to let their parents know how much they had grasped that year.
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SELF EVALUATION
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GROWING UP BEGINS HERE...
PP GRADUATION DAY
The online PP Graduation ceremony was conducted virtually with great pomp and splendour on 18th March.
Vice Chairperson Ms. Shilpa Ravi, Secretary Ms. M Rama Devi, Academic Director Ms. Shashikala were
present along with Principals of the sister concerns. It was a proud moment for the little ones as they
celebrated it with song, dance and speeches. Our blessings and best wishes to the little graduates!

Little Showstoppers
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GROWING UP BEGINS HERE...

Proud Little Graduates
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HAPPENINGS
WE CARE
The DSE Management has contributed a magnanimous Rs. Ten Lakhs to the Prime Minister’s Care Fund to
fight the Corona Virus. We are proud of the philanthropic lead DSE takes in such noble endeavours and are
delighted to be working under the aegis of such a management.
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TEACHERS’ WORKSHOPS
Language Proficiency
Under the able guidance of our very experienced
Resource Person, Ms Kalpakam Chavali, weekend
classes for the Pre Primary and Primary teachers
were conducted all through the year. The focus of
these workshops was towards helping the teachers
improve their communication skills and language
abilities.

Towards Tech Savvy Teachers!
A day to learn, a day to ponder and a day to explore! As the clock struck 10.30am on 12-5-2020 and
8th September 2020, the entire staff logged in to a comprehensive training programme conducted by the
IT Head, Ms. Padmavathi. The teachers and staff were involved in marathon sessions where they were
engaged in learning about the latest, most efficient and easy ways to operate and hold Online Classes.

Workshop on Google Meet

Workshop on Google Classrooms
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WE DO, WE LEARN
STUDENTS’ WORKSHOPS
Catering to the specific need of our students as well as to give them exposure to different fields of thought,
the school organised various student centric workshops.

Step-One Workshop - India Fights Corona

Break Through Workshop

Break Through Workshop

VIRTUAL PTMs
As every year the online mode of schooling did not stop or deter us from organising monthly Parent Teacher
Meetings which was witness to a healthy exchange of ideas and the parents expressing their appreciation of
the efforts put in by the teachers.
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What do you want to become when you grow up? Why?
I love playing with trains, BMW, Limousine cars as
well as fire trucks and monster trucks. So, I want
to become an engineer. I love to take out the parts
of the cars while playing with them and try to fit
them in different cars to customize the car of my
choice. I often build a bridge by using a wrapper
box and card boards.
Arinjay Bagchi, PPII B
When I grow up, I want to be in the Army and serve
my country. It’s my dream to be in the Army. The
Army men play a very important role in our lives.
They protect our country. They ensure that no enemy enters our country from outside. They sacrifice
their lives for the sake of the nation. When I grow
up I will be a brave and strong soldier. I will fight
for my country and make many sacrifices. For me,
the safety of my country is my important
duty. I will make sure my country’s citizens sleep well at night. Jai Hind.

My aim is to become a scientist when I grow up. I
wanted to become a scientist so I could make different
kinds of robots and other kinds of inventions. I wanted
to become a scientist when I saw Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam. He spends time with children even if he is busy.
He even worked under ISRO (Indian Space Research
Organization). He was also the 11th president
of India and he is my inspiration.
Suhas Veer, II C
I want to be a police officer when I grow up. Little
did I know about the police service when I wore the
uniform as part of a stage performance during my
kindergarten days. Since then I have gained utmost
respect for the police service, I admire the selflessness, discipline and responsibility that comes along
with this service. I dream to take up police service to
serve my people and do my bit towards making my
country safe and secure.
Abhinav Balaji, I B

Vishwa Dev, II B
My aim is to become a software engineer. I get
inspiration from my father who works in a multinational company. I want to serve my country with
my hard work and dedication. I like Maths subject
and it will help me to achieve my aim in life. Hence,
I would like to work with creative people to make
software which will help people of all
ages and make our nation a great place.
S M Emadullah Zuhoori, PPII B

I would like to become a scientist when I grow up.
My father used to tell me a lot of interesting facts
about the formation of Stars, Black holes, Universe
and Solar System. I usually watch videos about Stars,
Planets, Galaxy etc. and ask a lot of questions about
them. I came to know that the study of the Universe
is called Cosmology and for my birthday I got a book
called “George’s Secret key to the Universe” as a gift
from my father. He will read it to me every day and
explain each and everything clearly and this has created lot of interest in me to know more about them
and I want to become a Cosmologist. When I grow up
I am thinking of researching on new
planets, and also research on ways to save
our planet earth.
P. Moukthika, II B
My aim is to become an IAS officer. I want to contribute
to the nation’s advancement by becoming an IAS
officer. Holding this post, I will get an opportunity to
serve the society and make it a better one. Our country needs a lot of dedicated, honest and hardworking
officers at central and state level posts. Most of the
resources are wasted in corruption, mismanagement
and other unfair practices. I take a pledge
that I would do my duty sincerely and with
honesty.
S M Aarifullah Zuhoori, II B
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Corona Warriors - Tribute Stories
Earlier this year, since March, COVID-19 pandemic,
it’s influence was such that every one of us stayed
at home and lockdown followed, our online classes
have started and only on necessity people used to
go outside but with many precautions. But I have
observed, our garbage collectors Hanumanthu and
his wife, just covering their faces with a cloth, who
did not miss a day to collect the garbage, going
street to street. I know it’s their livelihood. But, I am
really amazed with their selfless service and pained
to see they are like us, where each one of us are
afraid of getting COVID-19, but they really dared to
collect garbage. Although, sanitation workers have
been given some protective masks and gloves, but
not to these garbage collectors and left them to
their fate. They are not salaried, but their income
comes from collecting Rs.70 per household. I think,
they are the true warriors of CORONA, if they don’t
collect the garbage, our streets and homes would
pile up with garbage which may cause the spread of
diseases. The Garbage collectors are the lifeline of
our lives, they ought to be treated with respect and
gratitude. My father at times gives them some extra
money and I feel happy about it.
I think the government should provide them
adequate protective measures, without whom the
cleanliness of our home and streets is not possible.
We have to be grateful to our Ayammas as well.
Even if we don’t go to school, the Ayammas are
cleaning our classrooms in order to keep them clean
and tidy.
Lastly, a big salute to Hanumanthu and his family
for their great, relentless service. We are all really
grateful to all of them.
P. Haafsa Rayna, VI A

If I were the Indian Prime Minister then
I would...
No doubt Narendra Modi has done a great job in
handling such a vast country suffering from the
virus, a salute to him and his efforts to save our
country from such a pandemic. But if I were in that
position, I would have handled the situation in a
different way, in a very strict way. I would not have
let anyone come out at all, extended the lockdown to
the farthest, provided all kinds of supplies required
for my people and sanitized places, every week. I
would have also liked to provide virtual learning to
all the students with certain supplies. At last, I would
make India a better place to live even at
the hardest times like during covid-19.

If I become a Corona warrior, I would sell sanitizers
and masks at a low price or maybe free. This pandemic
and lockdown gave the shopkeepers the perfect opportunity to increase the price of these items. Decreasing
the price or selling them at the same price would be
right because everyone can afford it and they can stay
safe. This will help a lot as there will be less cases and
soon, we will be free from the wrath of the pandemic. If
there is no virus there is no lockdown, the shopkeepers
can run their shops normally again. Selling sanitizers,
and masks would not be the only thing I would do. I
would give money, food, clothes, etc. to the poor and
to people who lost their jobs. I would also train people
to fight against Corona. I would teach them
ways of avoiding Corona, for example,
Social distancing. And thus, everybody can
live their lives without the fear of Corona.
Fawazuddin, VIII C
If I become a corona warrior, I would like to
contribute to the daily needs for the poor people. I also
want to educate them about the effects and necessary
precautions which should be taken to avoid COVID-19.
I would advise them to seek doctor’s advice if they
have any symptoms such as severe cold, cough, high
fever, body pains and inconvenience in breathing.
Maintaining hygiene, taking proper balanced diet,
protein rich foods, wearing mask, sanitizing their hands
repeatedly, regular exercise, meditation also help them
to avoid the risk of Corona virus. Finally maintaining
social distance prevents COVID-19 to
maximum extent. Maintain social distance
not the relationships
S. Jairam Pratej, IV A
When the COVID-19 virus started affecting thousands
of people, the health minister suggested that people
wear masks, always wash their hands frequently, and
maintain social distance. At Dilsukhnagar, my
neighbourhood family became a victim of coronavirus.
We provided them with dairy needs, fruits, vegetables,
rice and other ingredients. We called all our friends and
told them about how to take precautions to
prevent spreading of this deadly virus. By
doing all this I became a Corona warrior
Aditya Krishna Bhattu, IV B

Ruthvija, IX B
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Sharing House Chores - Learning to be Self-Reliant
Although the lockdown has restricted my world to
my house, I must say it has taught me many things
I wouldn’t have learnt otherwise. I’ve become more
responsible and self–reliant; helping my
parents, doing most of the chores and managing my
time. The most valuable lesson I’ve learnt during
the lockdown is time management. With everything
being online, my timetable became way more
hectic; Homework, Meetings, Preparations, Music,
and Household Chores; honestly it took a while to
get used to my new life. But it all turned out to be
for the better; Over the days, I’ve learnt to manage
my time in a much better way. Now, not only am I
able to get work done, but I also get to
spend time for myself. Thanks to the lockdown, I’ve become a much better person.
Kavita Kidambi, IX B
It was June, but the school didn’t reopen after
summer vacation like every year. The online classes
started as the new mode of education and became
the new normal for everyone. Although I missed my
friends, my uniform and many more things at school,
realized that every cloud has a silver lining. Staying
at home made me realize how the household chores
are important for our life and living. Slowly but with
great interest, I learned to help my parents in many
household activities which not only saved their time,
but also helped us to spend quality time
together. Now I am more confident and
self reliant.
Ananya Mahaptra, IV C
This Global pandemic has brought a lot of tension
worldwide resulting in immense chaos, so to control
the spread of Covid-19, lots of countries declared
national LOCKDOWN. This had changed lots of our
lives but also helped many of us bond with our
families and our neighbors, teaching us some good
manners and being helpful to the neediest. Doing
house chores was the toughest part but I never hesitated. My family and I had divided each chore equally, I washed utensils, whereas my mother and brothers dusted the whole house, every alternate day.
This taught me many things like how to be calm and
patient and to help others in need. The most
important lesson was to be Self-Reliant. Surely,
I was exhausted and was fed-up because of the
lockdown as I couldn’t go out and play with my
friends, but I was still happy that I got
time to spend with my family and I am
grateful.
Zaid Ali Khan, VIII B
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In this lockdown period I have understood so many
things but this is the most important one, and that
is we should not take things for granted. If we take
things for granted then we won’t worry about it
anymore as we think we will always have it. A lot of
times we are so busy wanting more that we forget to
appreciate what’s right in front of us. This is an
episode of my life when I learnt to not take things for
granted. So, I started my day with a warm shower and
then I noticed that my mom made a salad for
breakfast. I didn’t like it and so my mom wanted to
teach me a lesson. So, she narrated a story about a
hungry lion. It was just before noon and the lion woke
up from a nap inside of his den. Hungry and ready
to search for his next meal. So, he started scouring
the forest looking for his lunch. Not long after he
came across this bunny. He chased this bunny for a
little while and finally got this bunny right between
his paws. He was about to eat this bunny. He noticed
from the corner of his eye a small baby fawn in the
distance. He decided to let the bunny go and went
after the deer instead. Again, he noticed a fully grown
zebra and yet again decided to go after him. But the
lion couldn’t catch up and trap the zebra, and so he
went home with nothing. The lion not only had no
zebra, but he had no deer and no bunny either. My
mom said that we have to appreciate what we have
and to not waste it. If that lion had just been more
grateful with that deer or even that bunny then he
wouldn’t have gone hungry, back to his den. So, what
do we learn from this is, we have to be happy with
what we have. We cannot always think that there will
always be someone or something to serve you. So,
from this I have learnt that we should not waste food
and we cannot always think that food will
always be readily available. By this I have
understood that we should not take things
for granted.
M. Ragasree Tanvi, VIII B
Of all the adverse points of lockdown, I have dug out
a few of my favourite points. I learned to be
self-reliant, to manage time, to help my parents.
Online classes made it easier for me to frame a time
table, everything went on systematically. I had a
perfect time-table. I helped my mother in cooking
and cleaning, it was fun! I don’t practice self-care a
lot, but this lockdown has helped me do that too, I
had time for my music practice and time to try out so
many more new things! Lockdown has helped me to
allot my time properly and I have
become a more self reliant, efficient person.
Rutvija, IX B
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Sharing House Chores - Learning to be Self-Reliant
This lockdown has been a learning phase for
everyone. The first and foremost thing that I have
learnt is that nothing is impossible, at least when it
comes to managing a house. Yes, work-life balance
is possible. At the beginning of the lockdown, I saw
people putting up pictures of themselves baking,
cooking, and laying out delicious meals for their
families. I have never been an exceptional cook, or
so I thought. With so many outstanding cooks in
the family, I always put myself last in line. Having
always been a working girl I did not pursue baking
as my passion even though I believe baking to be
the best form of cooking. This lockdown gave me a
chance to rediscover this hidden talent in me. So,
one day I thought let me try baking a cake. And
since then I haven’t stopped. It’s been a month
now and I have baked a chocolate cake, a lemon
cake, pav bhaji, bread, spinach bread, banana and
walnut cake, carrot cake and am planning to whip
up Mexican rice and to bake an orange cake with
fresh oranges on Mother’s Day. All this with every
day regular cooking. My fear for cooking has
finally vanished. So, that’s an accomplishment.
I have also learnt that cooking and baking is no
big deal. You just follow the recipe and you’ll have
your perfect treat ready. Another thing that I have
learnt is that planning is everything. For example,
if I am thinking of baking a walnut and banana
cake it’s not necessary that I will have fresh
bananas and walnuts at home. Or if I want to do a
baked vegetable pie for dinner I may not have the
cheese. This planning and listing goes for
everything and not just cooking. So, yes I am a bit
more organized now. I know exactly what is in stock
and what I might need for the next week. I have
realized that with lockdown and not being able to
get things from the market has a positive side too.
I have learnt to live with less. Less is more, to do
with whatever is available. To cook with whatever
there is in the store or fridge. I look for recipes that
have fewer ingredients or the ingredients that are
available at home. This is what I learnt
in this lockdown and l think that this
is very important in life to remember.
Sreelalitha Prahanika C, VIII C

Nowadays my schedule starts at 5:00 am and ends by
9:00 pm in corona lockdown, my day now is using
electronic gadgets like laptop, mobiles, tabs etc.
Previously there used to be a good interaction with my
teachers and friends while I was going to school. Now
we can interact only through online classes. From the
past seven months I feel like I am in jail with all the
equipment given to me. Thank you God for making me
a part of DSE as we have extra-curricular activities,
assembly activities and project work which give me a
chance to interact with friends. Apart from physical
activities which I was taught online, I have learnt many
things in these lockdown days: helping my mother in
the kitchen, keeping my room clean, changing my bed
sheets, sweeping the floor, cleaning the dining table,
offering pooja daily. During the lockdown days, I spent
time with parents and grandparents. I enjoyed their
company and understood the efforts which they take to
give me complete health and a good life. It is awesome
to spend time with parents and other family members.
Vindhya Garimella, VI B

Working from Home - Together yet separate
A True Story in COVID times…………………………..
This story narrates about me and My Family in this
COVID–19 pandemic situations.
In the start of this year 2020, My Mom had to go out of
the country to France to deal with a project for a few
months. My mom loves me a lot and cares for me, but
she explained to me the situation and her need to go
onsite and then I understood the requirements of my
Parents and I said OK because I love them and care
for them too. But unfortunately, in the month of March
due to COVID–19 Pandemic numbers of COVID cases
increased in France. So, the Government of France
announced a Lockdown and all the flights were stopped
to travel back to India. And it was the time my Mom
had to come back to India but she couldn’t.
We as a Family worried about each other. But my Mom
taught me how important it is to be Independent, Brave
and Strong. She always calls me and my brother to
know our wellbeing and gives us moral support and the
day ends with my Mom’s call to narrate a bedtime story
for both of us. Equally my Dad and my Grandparents
supported us very well for our daily needs and for our
studies.
To conclude, this pandemic taught me how important it
is to have a family, relations and the bonding we must
maintain to have a Happy, Healthy and Loving Family.
Stay far in distance but stay close to hearts
Stay Safe and Stay Healthy!
Lakshmi Kumari Suggala, IV A
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Prevention is better than cure

Social Distancing

There are multiple precautions that can prevent the
virus.
They are –
Wearing a mask properly
Washing hands with soap too often (or) Apply
Sanitizer but with one condition. Stay away from
fire when sanitizer is applied, because
sanitizer includes alcohol which is
highly flammable. This isn’t said by me
but highly ranked scientists have
provided this information
Dhanush Rangu, VI A

Social Distancing is the new buzz word that is doing
the rounds and globally, people are being encouraged
to practice it to slow down the spread of the virus. And
India’s traditional way of greeting with a ‘Namaste’ has
become the IT thing in the world with big wigs.
Namaste has been practised in India since many
centuries. Now, US President Donald Trump, Prince
Charles, President of France
Emmanuel Macron among others have
adopted India’s way of greeting one another.
Akshita, VII B
It was one of the proudest moments for India when
Namaste, our traditional way of greeting, was
received by the world during the spread of the Corona
virus. Many great personalities from all over the world
have started greeting in our traditional way in order to
reduce spreading the COVID-19. I am filled with
happiness and pride that our cultural practices are
very useful even in the hardest times. Our tradition is
recognized by the world; it will be high lighted as the
pride of India in all our hearts.
Rhuthvija, IX B

Pet time…
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2020 is a disastrous year in which the Covid -19
pandemic and many floods occurred. 2020 is
most recognised as ‘The Corona Year’ due to the
‘Covid-19 Pandemic’. It is a chaotic year filled with
many disasters. Covid -19 was first found in
Wuhan, China. All the countries in the world are
trying to formulate a vaccine for such deadly
disease. Although they are trying their best, it is
most advisable to stay at home and improve our
immune systems. But as they say, prevention is
better than cure, if we want to prevent ourselves
from this deadly disease we have to stay at home,
wash our hands, wear a mask and improve our
immune system. By taking these measures, we
will soon get out of these pandemics and
get to stay happy like before.
Sumadhura Geethika G

Lockdown Lessons

I have a pet parrot,
That eats chillies and carrots.
She has a big, red beak,
Always squawking at its peak.
But when I give her nuts,
The squawking just shuts.
Like a cat she has green eyes,
That could look for miles.
Whatever I say, she repeats,
When I sing, the rhythm with
the beats.

This lockdown has helped many people in getting to know their
strengths and weaknesses. This time can also be utilised to gain
knowledge and bring discipline within ourselves.
Life is a long journey where we inherit a lot of qualities and moral values. This lockdown teaches us a very important lesson of
life. that is of discipline. Discipline is the very first step to every
success.
This lockdown has given us a lot of time to train both - our brain and
our heart. By doing this we can not only make our body calm but
we also can become focused, all such qualities help us
become a better person

Komya Gautam, II B

Geeta Madhuri B, IX B
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My Pets

I have two pets at home, one is a three-year-old
turtle named Tuttu and the other is a one-year-old
bird named Mittu. I spend a lot of time with them
by feeding them, and playing with them. Both of
them are very friendly with me. My mother and I
give them a bath together. Our turtle likes to watch
TV along with us and our bird likes to eat fruits and
loves dry fruits. I’m trying to teach my bird how to
talk, as it is very much interested in listening to me.
Pets are very loving and faithful to us if we show
love and care towards them.
Prakhyath Shourya, I B

My time in my world playing with my pets
I love pets very much, but I am not having any pets.
One day, in this lockdown period my parents bought
me two pets. They were Java sparrows. I named them
Bella and Harry. One fine day they laid eggs. After a
few days the baby came. I named it as Kiwi. Now the
baby bird is my favorite pet. It used to feed it grains
from my hand. I play with it in my free time. I thank my
parents for getting me pets. I love spending
time with my birds.
M. Sannidhi Raj, II B

THE COVID-19 BATTLE

Neighbours

The best story about me during this lockdown is
about my help to my old neighbour. I had seen the
old neighbour and his wife with their cat a few times.
One day, I saw the old uncle walking quietly out of
the house. I asked him for the first time, where
he was going. With a gentle smile and a trembling
voice, he replied that he was going to get milk for
himself and the cat. From that moment, I decided to
help him. Next morning, I knocked on his door and
told him that I have subscribed to a monthly home
delivery of milk packet for him through a mobile app
and he need not go out during the lockdown. Uncle
was very happy and he blessed me for such support. Last week, his grandson called me from abroad
thanking me for the support I provided to his grandfather.
Archit Jena, VII A

Stay safe stay healthy.
The battle is Covid-19.
Started in China,
Now, the world is sick.
Wear a mask and go out.
After coming home Sanitise yourself.
Always be single,
Do not mingle.
Never go to crowded places.
COVID-19 is playing hide and seek.
Wake up early in the morning
Do yoga and Exercise.
Let us eat vitamin-c,
Let us build immunity.
When can we really be free?
Come on, let us wait till that day.
When can we go out freely?
Let us wait till the vaccine comes.
B. Achintya, VII A
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Relationships

I have the most handsome pet dog in my home and we call him Cezar. The relationship between humans and
animals is always interesting. Caring for him is easy because I simply have to make sure that he has fresh
food and water every day. I make him do exercise by throwing his toys and asking him to get them back.
Pets provide good company to people whenever they feel lonely, as well as in happy times. In this lockdown,
I got attached to my pet. My day starts with the barking sound of my Cezar and he comes on to my bed,
wakes me up with his signs. Sometimes I get irritated but at the end of the day he is the most lovable creature...! We have given training to my pet for a couple of days to give us hints whenever he feels hungry or
when he gets a nature call. I love my pet so much. When I feel lonely I play with my pet. I spend
a lot of time with my Cezar - hours in a day. He always takes care of me.
Abhignya Reddy M, IV A
A loving relationship is one in which the loved one is free to be himself, to laugh with me, but never at me,
to cry with me, but never because of me, to love life, to love myself, to love being loved. Such a relationship
is based upon freedom and can never be in a jealous heart. Each friend represents a world to us, a world
possibly not born until they arrive and it is only by this meaning that a new world is born.
Tanush Nalla, IV C

I like pets very much. I have many fishes in my aquarium. When I come to feed the fishes, they come
near me. When I keep my finger in the aquarium, they always lick my finger. I like my fishes so much and
I play with them whenever I am free. Also, when they lick my finger, I feel like they are tickling me. When
the aquarium is dirty and my father wants to clean the tank, he takes out all the fishes. When he takes out
the fishes, I would be scared that they will jump out of the bucket but they always are playing and never
jump out. And when my father returns the fishes back into the aquarium, they come so close to
the glass of the aquarium to see me and then I would not be scared because they cannot jump
out of the aquarium.
Sainath, III C

Family
Family
Family
Family

is
is
is
is

strength
weakness
enjoyment
everything

Family

Family is the one thing that never had any insignificance in the world, Family plays an essential role in a
human’s life and every human is incomplete without a family. It is said that a family is like a tree. There are
many branches in a tree, similarly in a human’s life there are many relations in a family such as parents,
kids, wife, aunt, uncle, etc. They will always enjoy with the whole family for every festival. They will discuss
and solve the problems together. In a family the main role is mother. She cooks food, takes care of kids and
home. Family makes the kids learn values and morals of life. Children within a family are more active and
smart and quick learners, also children who grow up under the guidance of elders can build honesty, love
and confidence.
In India, we give great importance to the family. Indian morals and values are established in the
joint family framework.
Katragadda Ruchitha, IV B
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Favorite pass-time during lock-down times
Hi friends, I would like to share my favorite timepass during lockdown. I watched TV shows like Paw
Patrol, Peppa pig etc. And I watched planet videos
because I am very much interested in planets. I love
to help my mom in making Rotis. so I made some
Rotis in lockdown and spent a lot of time on
paintings and drawings. I rode my bicycle
at home and I played with my cars and
toys.
Aneesh Bhaviri, I A
My favorite pastime during lockdown is to play with my
one-year old sister, Shloka. I like to play with her and
feed her breakfast. My favorite pastime is to watch the
Panchatantra puppet show. I also like skipping, doing
yoga and preparing my own Bhel snack. I learn Sanskrit shlokas during weekends too.
Lasya Priya, I B

The Lockdown has started. No School, No friends,
No outings only stay home and stay safe. But Still, I
enjoyed this period with my family members. I play
with my sister and help my mother in the kitchen. We
all have lunch together. My favorite pastime during
lockdown is drawing, colouring and origami activities
done along with my sister. I also enjoyed
watching cartoons and stories.
CM Charvik, I B
Drawing was my favorite pastime during lockdown.
I drew Hanuman, tower, kite, spider man, super
hero, Batman, Lego, Hulk. I applied coloring on these
pictures using sketches. I used to draw every day.
I bought new sketches and books. I like drawing. I
showed my drawings to my friends and
relatives and got a lot of appreciation.
Ashish Indugula, II C

Hi everyone, I would like to tell you all about my favorite time pass in lockdown. I went to my grandparent’s house for vacation, immediately after lockdown
started. I like my family very much. Every day I used
to play indoor and outdoor games with my family
like caroms, ludo, football etc. Me and my cousin
fight & play, learn dance, and music together. We
used to watch movies. We made drawings, colorings
and helped my family members in simple
things. My family members and I followed
hygienic precautions.
S. Medhasvi, II C

During the Lockdown, I spent a good time with my
Mom and Dad, as he is working from home most of the
days and my mother is a housewife. We played Ludo,
Chess, Carom board and blocks games together. My
mother used to read story books for me, which I enjoyed a lot. My mother got me a few painting kit tools
from which I am practicing painting and having fun.
Krithik Dev, I B

My favorite time passes during the lockdown was
reading stories. My mother brought me the PanchaTantra story book. It has 101 stories. I liked the book
and read a few of the stories. I have learnt the moral
of the stories and used to share these valuable lessons
I learnt with my brother. These stories helped us to
shape our thinking and teach us how to be
a better person. During lockdown I made it
a habit to read stories.

I spent my lockdown time playing and completing fun
activities. My parents helped me in making a timetable with all the activities involved in it. I used to
play snake and ladder, monopoly, read story books,
practice my piano, drawing, solve worksheets in my
activity books, ride my bicycle and watch TV. I also
learnt many general knowledge topics from my parents. I helped my mother in arranging things in the
kitchen racks, washing fruits and vegetables, peeling
vegetables, rolling rotis and so on.

Himanshi, I B

Prakhyath Sourya, I B

Playing during lockdown was my favorite pass-time. I
learnt how to play chess because I could not go to the
park. I play chess with my parents and grandfather.
I made a tent using Bamboo sticks and bed sheets. I
read my story book inside my tent. When my family
has time, we all enjoy playing hide and seek or Ludo.
When I am not playing, I also love to do
gardening because it’s fun to grow plants.
Prarabdh Sahu, I B

Lockdown lockdown everywhere lockdown
We the kids can’t go to play on the ground
Everywhere Coronavirus spread all around
But yes, I found other way to pass my time
Art and craft helped me to learn something fine
Helped mum in cleaning and dustingmade
my house shine
Bhargav Chaurasia, I B
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Favorite pass-time during lock-down times
My favorite pass-time during lockdown was drawing. After finishing my homework, to make me busy, my
mom gave me colouring books and one crayon box. I completed the whole book in 3 days thinking that I
can play after completing my homework. But I was wrong as I was given another book to trace and draw.
This time, I completed it slowly. However, I started enjoying drawing and kept asking for more books. I also
enjoy drawing because there is no right or wrong way to draw, it can be abstract or it can be still life. From
drawing, I can get a chance to be creative and passionate in what I draw, and drawing more often
can improve my artistic ability.
S M Emadullah Zuhoori, PPII B

Fighting Corona Together Hateful
Mr. Corona
To
Dreaded Mr. Corona
Covid-19 street
Carnivorous Nagar
Murder city
Wuhan state
China

Dreaded Mr. corona
Covid19 street
Coronavirus Nagar
Murder city
Wuhan state
China
26th october, 2020

Hateful Mr. Corona,

Delhi school of excellence
Manikonda
Hyderabad
India

I therefore request you to leave and give back our
previous lifestyle which was full of fun and happiness. We are deeply affected because of you, thus
never come back ever again and let us live peacefully.

We had days when we used to go anywhere without
any hesitation, or without thinking anything. We used
to roam around anywhere we want, and go explore
new places. Everything was just fine before you came
into existence.
I miss those days, going for outings, meeting friends
and having fun. I never used a mask, gloves and sanitizer but after you came into the picture my world
changed. Now I have to use a mask, gloves and sanitizer. When you came into the picture you ruined everything and took my freedom in fact Our freedom.
My world shrunk into a small house.I am not allowed
to go outside; max I can see outside from my house
window. Our country/state heads along with national/local administration did a lot by putting their lives
at risk to get rid of you. In fact, we managed up to
some extent but still your presence is everywhere.
Millions of people lost their loved ones because of
you. Soldiers, police, doctors, scientists and other corona warriors risk their lives because of you. 0vDeveloped nations like the United States of America whose
healthcare system is very advanced are struggling to
deal with you then you can understand how the developing and poor countries will cope with you.
I have a request,please stop troubling us. Go back
where you came from. We don’t need you; we need
OUR freedom back. Corona goes back, leave our planet immediately!

Yours Truly
Bytaru Saaket, VI B

Yours Hatefully,
Anshika Shankar, VII A

Sub: Requesting Mr.corona to leave the planet at
the earliest
Sir,
We are very angry at you as you made us stay in
our homes for such a long period of time. We cancelled all our holiday trips only because of you. I
can’t wait enough for you to leave this universe. It
still annoys and bothers me that I couldn’t celebrate
my favorite festivals such as Holi, Ganesh Chaturthi
and Dussehra.
You have entirely disturbed our daily routine, we
can neither go toschool nor play with friends. I miss
meeting my friends at school and hugging them in
the mornings. But now we just talk on video calls
and attend online classes which makes me feel connected yet so lonely all the time.
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Fighting Corona together
Hyderabad.
27/10/2020,
Dreadful Mr. Corona,
COVID-19 Street,
Corona virus Nagar, Murder city,
Wuhan, China.
To Hateful,
Dreadful Mr. Corona,
Hello to whom I hate a lot Mr. Corona. How are you?
You will definitely be fine. But I am not. I am so
worried about myself and this world, cause you have
come from so far, jumping across the China wall to
the whole world who are innocent and sensitive you
know? I am not going to blame China or its citizens
nor its biggest wall because of you. But there are rumors going on that you have come from China.
I think the rumors have reached you also by now.
I am really angry with you for many reasons but I
pretend that I am not going to show my anger to
you in this letter. I am not enjoying myself here at
my home, seeing my school’s virtual faces in front of
an electronic device. I am not able to see the outside world. My home has become a bird’s cage. Did
you ever think that you’re making a world’s biggest,
largest mistake for which no one can forgive you or
forget you? I don’t know for how many days, weeks,
months and years you will be in this world. Scientists
are trying their level best to get vaccines for this
world and to fight against you Mr. Corona.
Government is saying that we might not get the
vaccine but there are a lot of chances.
I am not able to go to my school because of you. Not
only that but I am not able to go shopping with my
family, and that is also because of you. I really hate
you Mr. Corona. We didn’t call you isn’t. Then why
did you come? Anyway I can’t scold you also because
maybe you only don’t know why you have come. I
am sorry if this letter hurts you. But I will make sure
my world is safe. This letter might hurt you but I
am thinking for this world’s safety. Hope you don’t
spread yourself more and more. Once again requesting you please do not hurt others.
Yours hateful,
Yamini Thanneru, VI A

To
Dreaded Mr. Corona
COVID-19 Street
Carnivorous Nagar
Murder City
Wuhan State
China
Hi Mr. Corona.
This ‘hi’ will soon change to ‘bye’. It is our time to
avenge everyone, whom you had murdered. You have
troubled us for almost 10 months, and it is our time to
become a problem to you.
You have committed a crime. If you think we are just
waiting for you to stop, then you are wrong. We are
going to take action and stop you. Soon vaccines will
be made, and our bodies will become a ‘Corona Prison’,
where you will pay for your sins. There is no way you
can stop us from making these vaccines. You can try
if you want to, but I will not suggest you because who
would like to fall in trouble. Vaccines are not the only
thing we have against you. We have many ways to get
rid of you from our bodies (No trespassers allowed).
I will be excited to see your next move. I will suggest a
smart move, retrieve and go back to where you came
from.
Your future problem
Fawaz, VIII C
To
Dreaded Mr. Corona
COVID-19 Street
Carnivorous Nagar
Murder City
Wuhan State
China
27th October, 2020
Mr. Corona,
I am not fine because of you. I am unhappy because of
you as you are not allowing me to meet my friends or
go out. The people are suffering because of you. The
economy is disrupted. More than 15,000 people die every day because of you.
You have ruined our sanity. you are causing us Mental
disturbance. Doctors, Policemen and many other people are agonizing because of you.
You are so unpredictable, and you destroyed the pleasant atmosphere and the peace during the month of
December 2019 till date. Everyone was so excited for a
new decade to begin but you shattered their hopes of
a successful year of joy and happiness. I hope no other
pandemics would ever occur again.
Yours disrespectfully,
Sahithi C, VII B
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A letter to the Dreaded Mr. Corona
To
Dreaded Mr. Corona
COVID-19 Street
Carnivorous Nagar
Murder City
Wuhan State
China

COVID-19 Street
Carnivorous Nagar
Murder City
Wuhan State
China		

Dreadful Mr. Corona,
You came to India. Just because of you all the children have to attend their school online. Adults “Work
from Home”.Many of them have lost their jobs just
because of you. We are not able to go outside of our
houses. We are even not able to play and meet our
friends. Family functions, social gatherings, religious
gatherings stopped happening. Everyone looks at
each other with suspicion and keeps distance. This
is the disease that no one can help each other when
they are infected.
Hope you understand the intensity of our
suffering and go away very soon.
Regards,
Anuja Anand Bhide, VI A
To
Dreaded Mr. Corona,
COVID-19 Street,
Carnivorous Nagar,
Murder City,
Wuhan State,
CHINA.
Sub: Expressing the feelings of anger and hatred.
Hateful Mr. Corona,
In Wuhan 2019, your friend ‘Li Wenliang’ had found
you COVID-19, your family Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Mers together with DNA Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome SARS, a pandemic. Your sister and brother have fever, dry cough and breathing
problems, grand sons are fatigue, sore throat, muscle pain and less taste. Your parents stepped from
China to all over the world for a tour from Australia to
America to conquer, so we had a lockdown. 		
		
Mr. Corona to avoid you it is difficult but our warriors the politicians, Doctors, Health
workers, Sanitation workers, Ambulance drivers,
along with our neighbours are helping us to assassinate you by our daily practices:
Hand wash, Proper hygiene, Face mask.
Social distancing.
Conveying our condolences to the whole family.
Yours lovingly enemy
G.V.S. Vindhya, VI B
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21st April 2020
Delhi School Of Excellence
Manikonda
Hyderabad City
Telangana State
INDIA
Subject: Fighting Corona Together
Mr. Corona 		
Ever since I was a kid, I had mostly seen the bright
side of my life and sometimes bad too. Like
sometimes when I want to take a leave by sitting at
home and utilizing that opportunity by playing video
games, watching films, going out and many more.
And sometimes I would lie to my parents by saying
that I am not feeling well and taking a day-off.
Enjoying with friends by arranging a party, going out
and having a meal with parents, which we enjoy as
a family.
But ever since I’ve heard about the pandemic that
you have caused, I’ve seen thousands of people
homeless due to the lockdown. Poor people have
been starving, no job, no shelter and no transport.
People who were in the other place have started back
to their native places by walking. Few of them have
died without food and few of them by walking
hundreds of kilometres. The lack of available
personal protective equipment such as masks,
gloves, and hand sanitizer is really shocking. You
have got me scared, worried and anxious. The Indian
government has shut downed the schools, malls and
many more to minimize human interaction. Those
who have
important work are coming out and are maintaining
social distance to each other, a minimum distance of
two meters is being maintained.
I’m fed up by sitting home and listening to the
horrible news being played on television every single
day. I’m tensed by considering the rising cases of
Covid. It’s been around seven months since I met
my friends. We want to rediscover our unity with our
fellow beings. We are trying to be better. And now we
are ready to fight against you with all our strength.
Yours Unfaithfully
Prabhath Joshi, IX B
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Animal Adventure (Diary Entry)
Wednesday, 15 th April2020,
9:00pm,
Dear Diary,
It’s the same today, not a single vehicle around, to
my surprise I found a few policemen; I don’t
understand what they are controlling, with no
people around. Nowadays, It’s very difficult to find
food. There were days we skipped having food, I
thought today would be the same situation, but there
was this kind policeman who gave me a bag full of
food, I was so thankful to him that I didn’t stop
barking for like 3 minutes!! These tranquil days
remind me a lot of my olden days! I wonder how long
these days of holding-cells would last!
Tommy
Rhuthvija, IX B

25 October, 2020
Today was another great day for us stray dogs. The
humans were in their houses, scared of getting
infected by covid-19, whereas we animals can’t
possibly be affected by such a disease. This lockdown
has made us the strong and fearless, and humans
the weak and scared. I am feeling very happy as well
as anxious, it’s the humans, they may come to the
streets anytime and throw stones on us,
do not let us eat or even sleep freely. I
just wish the lockdown never ends and we
live ‘happily ever after’.

10:30pm
25 March 2020
Dear diary,
After many decades the most awaited time arrived,
for about a fortnight, there were no humans on the
roads of cities or towns, neither on the streets nor on
the highways! It was like a dream come true. We all
were free and fearlessly moving around, enjoying the
freedom. I remembered my great grandma telling me
that there were very few
people and vehicles on the road when she was young,
and what I experienced today was much more than
that.
I could run for miles and miles, there was no fear of
being hit by a vehicle or facing the stones thrown by
the troublesome boys. It was as if the world was ours.
These are surely the times of freedom and enjoyment
but there is agony too.Those good people, who feed
us every day, are missing.
I wish these days could on, forever. But there was
suffering of my brothers who lost their family and
were thrown out from windows, for the safety of the
humans. The fear still prevails of the return of humans
and their selfish nature, other than some, because of
which our lives are at stake.
Snowy (Dog)
Jigisha Bhide, X A

Navya Vithalani, VI B

Animal Adventure
(I assumed myself as a dog)
Dear Diary
14\4\2020
Today I saw no one on the streets, roads and the walkways. It was all neat, clean and empty. But I was able
to see some people on the roads holding batons and beating the people who came out of their houses. It
was a funny thing to see that people were being beaten by their fellow beings, and a plus point for today was
that there was fresh air, the roads were neat and clean, so me and my friends could breathe fresh air and
roam freely. It was like old days had come back, but we were not getting food from almost 15 days and my
friends were dying without food. I was lucky that I used to live as a community dog in an apartment and till
1 day back I got food. It was a happy weekend for me.
Good Night Diary
Manasvi Reddy, VI B
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ryª«sWÑÁNRP µR¶WLRiLi...
NRPL][©y \®ªsLRi£qs ªyùzmsò Â¿ÁLiµj¶©«s xqsª«sV¸R¶VLiÍÜ[ úxmsxmsLi¿RÁLi ª«sV©«s xqsLiúxmsµy¸R¶V Lki¼½ÍÜ[ ry*gRi»R½Li xmsÌÁNRP²y¬sNTP ""©«sª«sV}qsò'' @LiÈÁW lLiLi²R¶V
Â¿Á[»R½VÌÁ©«sV ÇÜ[²T¶LiÀÁ ry*gRi»R½Li xmsÌÁNRP²R¶Li, Ë³ØLRi»R½®µ¶[aRPLi gRiLji*Li¿RÁµR¶gæRi ORPQßØÍýÜ[ Bµj¶ INRPÉÓÁ. N][ ²`¶-4 ªyùzmsò¬s »R½gæjiLi¿RÁ²R¶Li N]LRiNRPV,
úxmsxmsLi¿RÁªyùxmsòLigS FyÉÓÁLiÂ¿Á[ AÖÁLigRi©«sxmso xmsÌÁNRPLjixmsoNRPVÊÁµR¶VÌÁgS, @®©s[NRPª«sVLiµj¶ ª«sV¥¦¦¦©«sVË³Øª«soÌÁV ª«sV©«s xqsLiúxmsµy¸R¶V Lki¼½ÍÜ[
©«sª«sVryäLRiª«sVV©«sV ryµ³R¶©«s Â¿Á[ryLRiV. ª«sV©«s ryLixqsäQX¼½NRP sµy©yÌÁV NRPxtísQNSÌÁLiÍÜ[ NRPW²y xqsLji\¹¸¶V©«s @¬s ¬sLRiWzmsLi¿RÁ²R¶\®ªsV©«sµj¶.
@LiµR¶VNRPV ®©s[©«sV ¿yÍØ xqsLi»][ztsQLi¿y©«sV.
LRiV¼½*ÇÁ, 9B

@xqsòª«sùxqsòQ\®ªsV©«s N]L][©y xqsLiª«s»R½=LRiLi xqsªyÌÁV!
NRPL][©y xqsLiª«s»R½=LRiLi NSLRißáLigS, ¾»½ÌÁLigSßá 7 ®©sÌÁÌÁ ÍØNï_©«sVõ
FsµR¶VL]äLiµj¶. ª«sVLji¸R¶VV úxms¼½ INRPäLRiW ªyLji BÎÏÁþ ÍÜ[xmsÌ
DLi²R¶²R¶Li úFyLRiLiÕ³ÁLi¿yLRiV. CÍÜ[gS, úxmsÇÁÌÁV »R½ª«sV BLiÉÓÁ
gRiVLjiLiÀÁ xqs*¸R¶VLigS ¬sLRi*z¤¦¦¦Li¿RÁ²R¶Li ª«sLiÉÓÁ ¿yÍØ  xtsQ¸R¶WÌÁV
®©s[LRiVèNRPV©yõLRiV. C ÍØNï_Q©ý¯[, ®©s[©«sV NRPW²y ¿yÍØ
®©s[LRiVèNRPV©yõ©«sV. 5 xqsLiª«s»R½=LSÌÁ »R½LRiVªy»R½ ®©s[©«sV ©y gRiµj¶¬s
aRPVúË³ÏÁLi Â¿Á[ry©«sV. ª«sVLji¸R¶VV úxms¼½µk¶ úNRPª«sVLiÍÜ[ GLSöÈÁV Â¿Á[¸R¶V²R¶Li
úFyLRiLiÕ³ÁLi¿y©«sV. ®©s[©«sV ©y gRiµj¶¬s ¿RÁNRPägS @ÌÁLiNRPLjiLi¿y©«sV.
Fsª«s\lLi©y ¿RÁW}qs @µj¶ BxtísQxms²R¶V»yLRiV. ®©s[©«sV |msLiVVLiÉÓÁLig`i
ª«sVLji¸R¶VV ú²yLiVVLig`i NRPW²y úFyLRiLiÕ³ÁLi¿y©«sV. ®©s[©«sV BLiÉÓÁ
xms¬sÍÜ[ FsNRPVäª«s xqs¥¦¦¦¸R¶VLi Â¿Á[¸R¶V²R¶Li úFyLRiLiÕ³ÁLi¿y©«sV. C
xqsª«sV¸R¶VLiÍÜ[ ®©s[©«sV 25 NTP \|msgS |msLiVVLiÉÓÁLigýRiV ª«sVLji¸R¶VV
ú²yLiVVLigýRiV Â¿Á[aS©«sV. C xmsLjizqós»R½VÌÁÍÜ[ BLiÉÓÁ xms©«sVÌÁ©«sV
xmsLi¿RÁVN][ª«s²R¶Li - xqs*¸R¶VLi úxms¼½xms¼½ò»][
®©s[LRiVèN][ª«s²R¶Li ©yNRPV ¿yÍØ ©«sÀÁèLiµj¶.
LSÛÇÁ[aRP*L`i lLi²ïT¶, 9B

ÍÜ[ ª«sV©«s xqsLiúxmsµy¸R¶VLi

COVID-

C NRPL][©y @®©s[ ª«sVx¤¦¦¦ª«sWøLji D©«sõxqsª«sV¸R¶VLiÍÜ[ ""©«sª«sV}qsò''©«sV
úxmsxmsLi¿RÁLi @LigkiNRPLjiLiÀÁLiµj¶. Bµj¶ ¬sÇÁLigS Ë³ØLRi»R½®µ¶[aS¬sNTP
gRiLRi*NSLRißáLi. C ryLiúxmsµy¸R¶V xmsÌÁNRPLjiLixmso aRP»yËôØÌÁVgS ª«sV©«s
xqsLixqsäQX¼½ÍÜ[ Ë³ØgRiLi. Â¿ÁFyöÌÁLiÛÉÁ[, ª«sV©«s xqsLixqsäQX¼½ ¹¸¶VVNRPä
úxms¼½ @LiaS¬sNTP xqs\lLi©«s aS{qsòQû¸R¶V  ª«sLRißá DLiµj¶. @Õ³ÁªyµR¶ª«sVVÌÁV
¾»½ÖÁ}msÈÁxmsöV²R¶V COVID - 19 ªyùzmsò¬s Axms²y¬sNTP ¿yÍØª«sVLiµj¶
úxmsxmsLi¿RÁ ©y¸R¶VNRPVÌÁV ""©«sª«sV}qsò''©«sV Dxms¹¸¶WgjiLi¿RÁ²R¶Li
úFyLRiLiÕ³ÁLi¿yLRiV. ª«sV©«s xqsLixqsäQX¼½ ¹¸¶VVNRPä g]xmsö»R½©y¬sõ
úxmsxmsLi¿RÁLi gRiVLjiòLi¿RÁ²R¶Li»][ ®©s[©«sV gRiLRi*Li»][ ¬sLi²T¶ D©yõ©«sV. ª«sV©«s
xqsLiúxmsµy¸R¶WÌÁV ¿yÍØ »R½LRi¿RÁVgS FsgRi»y×Á Â¿Á[¸R¶VÊÁ²T¶©«sxmsöÉÓÁNUP,
@¿yÍØ ÅÁÀÁè»R½\®ªsV©«s ª«sVLji¸R¶VV xqs\lLi©«s  ª«sLRißáÌÁV BryòLiVV.
NS¬ds ¬sÇØ¬sNTP xqsLiO][QË³ÏÁLi NRP¬szmsLiÀÁ©«sxmsöV²R¶V ª«sWú»R½®ªs[V
úxmsxmsLi¿RÁLi ªyÉÓÁ¬s gRiVLjiòxqsVòLiµj¶. ª«sV©«s xqsLiúxmsµy¸R¶WÌÁV
@Li»R½LêS¼d½¸R¶VLigS úxms¿yLRiLi Â¿Á[¸R¶VÊÁ²T¶¾»½[ úxmsxmsLi¿RÁªyùxmsòLigS
ª«sV©«s xqsLixqsäQX¼½NTP FsNRPVäª«s gRiVLjiòLixmso ÌÁÕ³Á}qsò
FsLi»][ ËØgRiVLiÈÁVLiµR¶¬s ©y @Õ³ÁúFy¸R¶VLi.
NRP»R½, 9B

NRPL][©y......... ª«sV©«s A¿yLSÌÁV, xqsLiúxmsµy¸R¶WÌÁV
©«sª«sVryäLRiLi C ª«sWÈÁ BxmsöÉÓÁµj¶ NSµR¶V. Bµj¶ N]¬sõ »R½LSÌÁ ©«sVLi²T¶ ª«sxqsVò©«sõ ª«sV©«s xqsLiúxmsµy¸R¶VLi. ©«sª«sVryäLRiLi |ms²R¶V»R½V©yõª«sVW
@LiÛÉÁ[ ª«sV©«sLi B»R½LRiVÌÁNRPV g_LRiª«s ª«sVLSùµR¶ÌÁV ¿RÁWxmso»R½V©yõª«sV¬s @LóRiLi. NS¬ds ©«sª«sVryäLRiª«sVV LS©«sVLS©«sV ª«sVLRiVgRiV©«s xms²R¶V»R½V©«sõµj¶.
úÕÁÉÓÁ£tsQ NSÌÁLi ©«sVLi²T¶ ©«sª«sVryäLRiLi ª«sVLjiÀÁF¡LiVV NRPLRi¿yÌÁ©«sª«sVVNRPV xms²T¶F¡¸R¶WLi.
NS¬ds ª«sV×dýÁ C NRPL][©y ªyùµ³j¶ ª«sÌÁ©«s INRPLji Â¿Á[¼½ ©«sVLi²T¶ ª«sVL]NRPLji Â¿Á[¼½NTP xqsWORPQ ø úNUPª«sVVÌÁV r¡NRPNRPVLi²y ª«sV©«s ©«sª«sVryäLRiLi FsLi»R½gS©¯[
B»R½LRi ®µ¶[aSÌÁÍÜ[ NRPW²y úFy¿RÁVLRiùLi F~Liµj¶Liµj¶. ª«sV©«sLi ª«sV©«s ª«sVLiÀÁ @ÌÁªyÈýÁ©«sV úxmsxmsLi¿RÁ ®µ¶[aSÌÁNRPV xmsLji¿RÁ¸R¶VLi Â¿Á[zqs Ë³ØLRi»R½®µ¶[aRP
ÆØù¼½¬s ª«sVLji¸R¶VV }msLRiV úxms¼½xtîsQÌÁ©«sV |msLi¿RÁV»R½V©yõª«sVV. C »R½LSÛÍÁ[ NSNRPVLi²y LSËÜ[¹¸¶[V »R½LSÌÁV NRPW²y ª«sV©«s A¿yLSÌÁ©«sV,
xqsLiúxmsµy¸R¶WÌÁ©«sV FyÉÓÁ}qsò BÍØLiÉÓÁ ªyùµ³R¶VÌÁ©«sV ¬sªyLjiLi¿RÁª«s¿RÁVè.
\ZNPª«sÌÁù, 10A
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NRPL][©y....

INRP ®ªs[ÎÏÁ ®©s[©«sV úxmsµ³y©«sª«sVLiú¼½¬s @LiVV¾»½[...

NRPÌÁ Â¿Áµj¶LjiF¡LiVV©y.....
NRPÌÁLi AgjiF¡LiVV©y ......
NSÌÁLi NRPLjigjiF¡LiVV©y......
N]ÌÁ©«sV BLiNTPF¡LiVV©y .....
NRPVxqsVª«sVLi NRPzqsLi¿RÁNRPF¡LiVV©y......
NSLRiV ®ªs[VxmnsVLi NRPª«sVVøN][NRPF¡LiVV©y....
NRP²R¶ÖÁ @ÌÁ NRPµR¶ÖÁF¡LiVV©y......
NRP²R¶ª«sLRiNRPV NRPÖÁzqs DLiµyLi.....
NRPL][©y©«sV »R½Lji VN][²R¶VµyLi .......
ú»yg`i, 8A

INRP ®ªs[ÎÏÁ ®©s[©«sV Ë³ØLRi»R½®µ¶[aS¬sNTP úxmsµ³y©«sª«sVLiú¼½¬s @LiVV¾»½[, ®©s[©«sV ©y ®µ¶[aS¬sõ ËØµ³R¶ù»R½»][
xmsLjiFyÖÁryò©«sV. C NRPL][©y ª«sVx¤¦¦¦ª«sWøLji µy²T¶ ©«sVLi²T¶ úxmsÇÁÌÁNRPV ª«sWxqsVäÌÁV,
aS¬s\ÛÉÁÇÁLRiVÌÁV DÀÁ»R½LigS @Li®µ¶[ÈÁÈýÁVgS Â¿Á[ryò©«sV. zmsÌýÁÌÁNRPV A®©ý^s©±s NýSxqsVÌÁV
ÇÁLjilgi[ÈÁÈýÁV Â¿Á[ryò©«sV. NRPL][©y ªyNTP=©±s »R½*LRigS ª«sÂ¿Á[èÈÁÈýÁV Â¿Á[ryò©«sV. ¬s»R½ùª«sVW
ª«sWxqsVäÌÁV µ³R¶LjiLi¿RÁª«sV¬s úxmsNRPÈÁ©«sÌÁV Â¿Á[LiVVryò©«sV. ª«sX´óR¶VÌÁ©«sV ÊÁ¸R¶VÉÓÁNTP LSª«s²y¬sõ
úF¡»R½=z¤¦¦¦Li¿RÁ©«sV. ²T¶ÑÁÈÁÍÞ ªy²R¶VNRP ª«sX´óR¶VÌÁNRPV ®©s[lLi[ö ÉÔÁds ¿³y®©sÍÞ= xqsXztísQryò©«sV.
ÀÁ©«sõzmsÌýÁÌÁNRPV ªyù¸R¶Wª«sVLi ®ªsVVµR¶\ÛÍÁ©«s ¿³y®©sÍÞ= NRPW²y xqsXztísQryò©«sV. B»R½LRi
®µ¶[aSÌÁNRPV NRPW²y xqs¥¦¦¦¸R¶VLigS DLiÉØ©«sV. Dµ][ùgRiVÌÁV BLiÉÓÁ ©«sVLiÀÁ
xms¬sÂ¿Á[}qsÈÁÈýÁVgS Â¿Á[ryò©«sV. ª«sLRiµR¶ ¬dsLRiV BLiNRP²y¬sNTP NSÌÁVª«sÌÁV
»R½*ryò©«sV. \®ªsµR¶VùÌÁNRPV ÒÁ»R½Li |msLi¿RÁV»y©«sV. @¬sõ ÊÁÇØLýRiÍÜ[
NRPWLRigS¸R¶VÌÁ µ³R¶LRiÌÁV »R½gæjiryò©«sV.
@Õ³ÁLSª±sV, 7A

NRPL][©y\|ms ®ªs[ª«sV©«s aRP»R½NRPLi
Â¿Á[¼½ÍÜ[©«s gý][ª«so Â¿Á\|msNTP INRP ª«sWxqsVä
Â¿ÁLi»R½®©sxmso²R¶V ª«sVLiÀÁ aS¬s\ÛÉÁÇÁL`i
DLi²T¶©«sLi»R½gS¬s ÊÁ¸R¶VÈÁNTP F¡LSµR¶V
aRP*µyÕ³ÁLSª«sV ©«sVLRi®ªs[ª«sV!
lLiLi²R¶V Â¿Á[»R½VÛÍÁ¼½ò ¬sLi\®²¶©«s µR¶Li²R¶ª«sVV
®©s[LRiVö N]ÌÁµj¶ |msÈíÁV ¬dsÈÁVgS©«sV
}tsQNRPV ¥¦¦¦ùLi²R¶V @©«sV¿RÁV Â¿Á[»R½VÌÁ©±s NRPÌÁxmsNRPV
aRP*µyÕ³ÁLSª«sV  ©«sVLRi®ªs[ª«sV!
FsLi»R½ªyLRi\®©s©«s FsµR¶VLRiVxms²T¶©«s gS¬s
µR¶WLRiª«sVVLi²R¶V µR¶LjiÛÇÁ[LRi ËÜ[NRPV
ªyLji »R½Vª«sVVøµR¶gæRiV ªyLRißØxqsòQûª«sVV ©«sª«sVVø
aRP*µyÕ³ÁLSª«sV s ©«sVLRi®ªs[ª«sV!
ª«sVLiµR¶V ÛÍÁ[µR¶V µk¶¬s ª«sVLRiøª«sVVø ¿RÁW²R¶gS
ËØÌÁ ª«sXµôR¶VÌÁNRPV©«sV úFyßá Ë³ÏÁ¸R¶Vª«sVV
aRPVµôðj¶ INRPÛÉÁ[ µk¶¬s ©yxms gRiÌÁµR¶V
aRP*µyÕ³ÁLSª«sV s ©«sVLRi®ªs[ª«sV!
\®ªsxtñs , 8A

@ª«sVø
"@ª«sVø!' C zmsÌÁV}ms ª«sW©«sª«s ª«sV©«sVgRi²R¶NRPV ª«sVWÌÁLi. ¬s©«sVõ ®©s[©«sV @ª«sVø, »R½ÖýÁ, ª«sW»R½,
ª«sVd Vø, ª«sW @LiÈÁW FsÍØ zmsÖÁÀÁ©y ©yNRPV ¬dsª«so ®µ¶[ª«s»R½®ªs[. ©yNRPV ÇÁ*LRiLi ª«sÀÁè©«sxmsöV²R¶V
¬dsª«so ©y \®ªsµR¶VùLSÖÁs@¸R¶Wùª«so. ¬dsª«so ©y }qsõz¤¦¦¦»R½VLSÖÁ. ¬dsNRPV ¾»½ÌÁVxqsV ©yNRPV Gµj¶
@ª«sxqsLRi®ªsW Gµj¶ @ª«sxqsLRiLi ÛÍÁ[µ][! ®©s[©«sV @²R¶gRiNRP ª«sVVLi®µ¶ ©y ANRPÖÁ¬s gRiVLjiòLiÀÁ @©«sõLi
Bryòª«so ©«sVª«so*. @LiµR¶VZNP[ @©«sõxmspLñS®µ¶[ . @©yL][gRiùLi»][ D©«sõ®ªs[ÎÏÁ
\®ªsµR¶VùLSÖÁª«sª«so»yª«so. ¬dsª«so ª«sWÉýØ²T¶¾»½[ @ª«sVX»R½LiÍØ ËØgRiVLiÈÁVLiµj¶.
¬dsª«so Fy²T¶¾»½ N][LiVVÌÁ ÍØgS DLiÈÁVLiµj¶. ©«sVª«so* ÛÍÁ[NRPF¡¾»½[ ®©s[©«sV
DLi²R¶ÛÍÁ[©«sV. @ª«sWø! @LiµR¶VZNP[ ¬dsª«so ©y ®µ¶[ª«s»Rs. ©«sVª«so* ©yNRPV
ÍÜ[NRPLiÍÜ @LiµR¶LjiNRP©yõ BxtísQ\®ªsV©« @ª«sVøª«so.
x¤¦¦¦LjißÓá, 7A

@LiµR¶Li @LiÛÉÁ[ xmsÛÍýÁ - xmsÛÍýÁ @LiÛÉÁ[ A©«sLiµR¶Li
xmsÛÍýÁ @LiÛÉÁ[ @LiµR¶Li xms¿RÁè¬s xmsLiÈÁ... F~ÍØÌÁV...
NRPÌÁøxtsQLi ÛÍÁ[¬s ª«sV©«sVxtsvÌÁV... GÉÓÁ gRiÈíÁV ®ªsLiÈÁ ÇØ©«sxmsµyÌÁV...
ÊÁ²T¶ÍÜ[ ®©s[Ljiö©«s ÒÁ»R½ FyhSÌÁV...
ÀÁ©yõ©«s, @©«sõ¸R¶Vù @®©s[ AFyù¸R¶Vxmso zmsÌÁVxmsoÌÁV, ª«sµj¶©«s, ÀÁ©«sõª«sVø,
@ª«sWø©y©«sõLiÛÉÁ[ Ë³ÏÁ¸R¶VLi @¬sõLiÉÓÁNUP  VLiÀÁ.. g_LRiª«sLi
¾»½[ÈÁ ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV ryLiúxmsµy¸R¶VLi ª«sVVLiµR¶V... NRPL][©y ª«sVÈÁVª«sW¸R¶VLi
¸R¶WV¬s, 6A
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J{qs NRPL][©y!

NRPL][©y NSÌÁLi ÒÁ»R½Li
Bµj¶ xqsWORPQ øÒÁs A²R¶V»R½V©«sõ ¿RÁµR¶LRiLigRiLi
Bµj¶ xqsWORPQ øÒÁ Fy²R¶V»R½V©«sõ suyµR¶ gki»R½Li
Gµj¶ xqsWORPQ øÒÁ LSxqsVò©«sõ ª«sVLRißá aSxqs©«sLi!
µj¶©«s µj¶©«s gRiLi²R¶LigS ª«sV¬sztsQ ÒÁª«s©«sLi
Ë³ÏÁ¸R¶VLi gRiVxmsöÉýÜ[ ª«sW©«sª«s ÍÜ[NRPLi
NRPL][©y NRPÊÁLiµ³R¶ x¤¦¦¦ryòÌÁÍÜ[ úxmsxmsLi¿RÁLi!
ANRPÖÁ»][ @ÌÁª«sVÉÓÁxqsVò©«sõ }msµR¶ÌÁV
¬sLRiVµ][ùgRiLi»][ »R½ÌýÁ²T¶ÌýÁV»R½V©«sõ }msµR¶ÌÁV
®ªs[»R½©«s N][»R½ÌÁ»][ xqs»R½ª«sV»R½ª«s°»R½V©«sõ Dµ][ùgRiVÌÁV!
ª«sVW»R½xms²T¶©«s µyùÌÁ¸R¶WÌÁV
Ë³ÏÁNRPVòÌÁV ÛÍÁ[NRP ËÜ[zqs F¡»R½V©«sõ AÌÁ¸R¶WÌÁV
@LRi N]LRi zqsÊÁ÷Liµj¶»][ ®©sÈíÁVN]xqsVò©«sõ NSLSùÌÁ¸R¶WÌÁV!
NRPuíyÌÁ»][ ALji @ª«so»R½V©«sõ ALôðjiNRP LRiLigRiLi
©«suíyÌÁÍÜ[ ©«s²R¶VxqsVò©«sõ LRiªyßá LRiLigRiLi
N][ÌÁVN][ÛÍÁ[NRP F¡»R½V©«sõ FyLjiúaSVNRP LRiLigRiLi!
BLiÉÓÁ BLiÉÓÁNTP FsúLRi LRiLigRiV ËØù©«sLýRiV
dµ³j¶ dµ³j¶©«s @²ïR¶VgS ËØLjilgi[ÈýÁV
FsÈÁV ¿RÁWzqs©y NRPo\ÛÉÁ®©søLiÈýÁV x¤¦¦¦ÉÞ ryöÈýÁV!
zmsÈíÁÌÁVgS LSÖÁF¡»R½V©«sõ ÇÁ©yÌÁV
NRP²R¶ ¿RÁWxmsoNRPV ©¯[¿RÁVN][¬s aRPªyÌÁV
@©yµ³R¶ aRPªyÌÁVÍØ µR¶x¤¦¦¦©«s xqsLiryäLSÌÁV!
úxmsgRi¼½, 6B

ÀÁ©«sVNRPV ÀÁ©«sVNRPVgS \Â¿Á©yÍÜ[ ®ªsVVµR¶\ÛÍÁ©«s ¬ds µR¶Li²R¶¸R¶Wú»R½
L][gRi ®ªs[VxmnsWÌÁ»][ ®ªs[gRiLigS @¬sõ úFyLi»yÌÁ©«sV NRP®ªs[VxqsWò
úxmsxmsLi¿y¬sõ ¬ds ÀÁLRiV©yª«sWgS ª«sWLRiVèN]¬s
ªy¸R¶VVª«so®©s[ ªyx¤¦¦¦©«sLigS Â¿Á[xqsVN]¬s
®µ¶[¥¦¦¦ÌÁ©«sV ¬sªyryÌÁVgS GLRiöLRi¿RÁVNRPVLiÈÁW
dµ³j¶NTP dµ³j¶NTP s©yaRP©y¬sõ xmsLi¿RÁV»R½V©«sõ J{qsNRPL][©y...
GV Â¿Á[¸R¶VgRiÌÁ©«sV ¬s©«sVõ
¬dsNRPV µR¶WLRiLigS DLi²T¶ ©«s©«sVõ ®©s[©«sV NSFy²R¶VN][ª«s²R¶Li »R½xmsö
NUPLjiò, 8A

xmsÛÍýÁÈÁWLji @LiµyÌÁV - NRPL][©y úxmsË³Øª«sLi
Fy²T¶xmsLiÈÁÛÍÁ[ zqsLjixqsLixmsµR¶ÌÁV
\|msLRiVgSÌÁVÛÍÁ[ sLiÇØª«sVLRiÌÁV
|qsÌÁ¹¸¶[VÉÓÁ ¬dsÛÎÁ[þ @ª«sVX»R½LRi&VLRiVÌÁV
xmsORPVÌÁ NTPÌÁNTPÌÁÛÍÁ[ ª«sVLiÇÁÙÌÁ©yµyÌÁV
zmsÈíÁg][²R¶ ª«sVV¿RÁèÛÉýÁ[ }qsõx¤¦¦¦Ë³ØLi²ygSLSÌÁV
@¬dsõ NRPÌÁNRPÖÁzms©«s xmsÛÍýÁÈÁWLji ª«sVVLiµR¶V NRPL][©y ÀÁ©«sõËÜ[ª«so......
ZNP©±s, 7A

zmsÌýÁÌÁV-xmsLjiaRPVúË³ÏÁ»R½
AL][gRiùª«sLi»R½ \®ªsV©«s ÒÁ»y¬sNTP G\ZNPNRP ª«sWLæRiLi xmsLjiaRPVúË³ÏÁ»R½. xmsLjiaRPVúË³ÏÁ»R½ @¬sõ  xtsQ¸R¶WÍýÜ[ FyÉÓÁLi¿RÁ²R¶Li ª«sÌÁ©«s ¿yÍØ L][gSÌÁ©«sV
¬sªyLjiLi¿RÁª«s¿RÁVè©«sV. zmsÌýÁÌÁV »R½ÖýÁ µR¶Liú²R¶VÌÁª«sµôR¶ xmsLjiaRPVúË³ÏÁ»R½©«sV ®©s[LRiVèNRPVLiÉØLRiV. DµR¶¸R¶VLi ¬súµR¶ ÛÍÁ[ª«s²R¶Li ©«sVLiÀÁ LSú¼½ ª«sVLRiÍØ ¬súµR¶
F¡¹¸¶[VLi»R½ª«sLRiNRPW zmsÌýÁÌÁV xmsLjiaRPVúË³ÏÁ»R½ FyÉÓÁLi¿yÖÁ.
úÊÁztsQLig`i Â¿Á[xqsVNRPV®©s[ ª«sVVLiµR¶V... ª«sVLiÀÁ¬dsÉÓÁ»][ Â¿Á[»R½VÌÁV.. ÈÁW»`½ úÊÁ£tsQ NRP²T¶gji xmsÎÏÁ§þ »][ª«sVVN][ªyÖÁ.
ryõ©«sLi Â¿Á[}qsxmso²R¶V ËØú»R½WLiÍÜ[ ¬slLôi[bPLiÀÁ©«s úFyLi»R½LiÍÜ[®©s[ ryõ©«sLi Â¿Á[¸R¶WÖÁ.
aRPVúË³ÏÁ\®ªsV©«s ÈÁª«sÌÁV»][ IÎÏÁþLi»y »R½V²R¶V¿RÁVN][ªyÖÁ. ÊÁÈíÁÌÁV aRPVúË³ÏÁLigS DLi®²¶[ÍØ ¿RÁWxqsVN][ªyÖÁ.
A¥¦¦¦LRiLi ¼½®©s[ ª«sVVLiµR¶V ¼½©«sõ »R½LRiVªy»R½ sµ³j¶gS Â¿Á[»R½VÌÁV xqsÊÁV÷»][ aRPVúË³ÏÁLi Â¿Á[xqsVN][ªyÖÁ.
úg_Li²`¶ ÍÜ[ AÈÁÍØ®²¶[xmso²R¶W xqs\lLi©«s ÇØúgRi»R½òÌÁV aRPVúË³ÏÁ»R½ FyÉÓÁLi¿yÖÁ.
d\ÛÍÁ©«sLi»R½ª«sLRiNRPW »ylgi[¬dsLRiV NSÀÁ ¿RÁÍýØLjiè©«s ¬dsLRiV »ygRi²R¶Li ª«sÌÁ©«s ¿yÍØ L][gSÌÁV ¬sªyLjiLi¿RÁª«s¿RÁVè.
NRPL][©y NSÌÁLiÍÜ[ @LiµR¶LRiLi xmsLjiaRPVúË³ÏÁ»R½ gRiVLjiLiÀÁ ®©s[LRiVèNRPV©yõLi. C xtsQ¸R¶WÌÁ©«sV NRPL][©y xmspLjiògS F¡¸R¶WNRP NRPW²y FyÉÓÁLi¿RÁVµyLi.
S.
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©y©«sõ
NRPL][©y ®ªsVVµR¶ÌÁV @¸R¶WùNRP ÊÁ²T¶ ÛÍÁ[µR¶V NRPµy, ®©s[©«sV A xqsª«sV¸R¶VLiÍÜ[ ©yNRPV BxtísQ\®ªsV©«s xms©«sVÌÁV Â¿Á[ry©«sV,
®©s[LRiVèNRPV©yõ©«sV. ©yNRPV ª«sW ©y©«sõ @LiÛÉÁ[ ¿yÌÁ BxtísQLi. ¿yÍØ xqsª«sV¸R¶W¬sõ ©y©«sõ»][ gRi²T¶Fy©«sV. AÈÁÌÁV A²y©«sV.
©y©«sõ Fs©¯[õ NRP´R¶ÌÁV Â¿ÁFyöLRiV. ©y N][xqsLi N]»R½òLRiNRPLi {qs*ÉÞ= Â¿Á[aSLRiV. ©y©«sõ NRPW²y BLiÉýÜ[ ©«sVLi²T¶ ª«sL`iä
Â¿Á[xqsVò©yõLRiV NRPµy! ©y©«sõ»][ NRPÖÁzqs DLiÈÁV©«sõLiµR¶VNRPV ¿yÍØ ¿yÍØ xqsLi»][xtsQLigS DLiµj¶.
úxms¬s»`½, 1C

úxms. C¸R¶V©«s ª«s}qsò Fsª«s\lLi©y ©¯[LRiV ¾»½LRiªyÖÁ=Li®µ¶[?
ÇÁ. Aª«soÖÁLi»R½.
úxms. ¾»½ÌýÁ¬s xqsVªyxqs©«sÌÁ ®ªsVVgæRi FsúLRigS xmspzqs ª«sW¸R¶Vª«sVª«so»R½VLiµj¶?
ÇÁ. NRPLRiWöLRiLi
úxms. »][NRP¬sLi²y @LiµR¶\®ªsV©«s NRPÎÏÁ§þ, ©yÈÁùLi Â¿Á[}qsÈÁxmso²R¶V ¾»½LRiÀÁ ¾»½LRiÀÁ ¿RÁWryòLiVV. GVÈÁµj¶?
ÇÁ. ®©sª«sVÖÁ
úxms. ª«sÎýÏÁLi»y NRPÎÏÁ§þ, ÍÜ[©«s ©«sÌýÁ¬s LSÎýÏÁ§, LSÎÏÁþ¿RÁVÈíÁW ª«sWµ³R¶VLRiùLi, sxqsV\lgi©«s s²T¶ÀÁ|msÈíÁµR¶V. GVÈÁµj¶?
ÇÁ). {qs»yxmnsÌÁLi
úxms.) NSÌÁLi ª«s}qsò®©s[ gRiÎÏÁLi sxmsöV»R½VLiµj¶. ®ªsNTPLji}qsò lLiÀÁèF¡»R½VLiµj¶. GVÈÁµj¶?
ÇÁ.) N][NTPÌÁ.
úxms) ©«sÌýÁ NRPVNRPäNRPV ©yÌÁVgRiV Â¿Áª«soÌÁV. GVÈÁµj¶?
ÇÁ). ÌÁª«sLigRiLi
úxms) FsLiµR¶LRiV FsNTPä©«s sLRigRi¬s ª«sVLi¿RÁLi. GVÈÁµj¶?
ÇÁ). @LRiVgRiV.
úxms.) ¬sÌÁÊÁ²T¶¾»½ ¬sÌÁVèLiÈÁVLiµj¶, NRPWLRiVèLiÛÉÁ[ NRPWÌÁxms²R¶V»R½VLiµj¶. GVÈÁµj¶?
ÇÁ). ¬ds²R¶.
úxms). ¿RÁV}qsò ÀÁ©¯[õ²R¶V ªy²T¶ ILiÉÓÁ ¬sLi²y ©yLRi ÊÁÈíÁÌÁV?
ÇÁ). N]ÊÁ÷Lji NS¸R¶V
ª«sL<ji»`½, 6C
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ºÉä´ÉÉ
JÉÚÆJÉÉ®ú Ê¨Éº]õ®ú EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ
COVID-19 º]ÅõÒ]õ
EòÉÌxÉ´ÉÉä®úºÉ xÉMÉ®ú
¨ÉbÇ÷®ú ÊºÉ]õÒ
´ÉÖ½þÉxÉ ®úÉVªÉ, SÉÒxÉ
¸ÉÒ¨ÉÉxÉ EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ,
¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ¨Éå +É{ÉEòÉ º´ÉÉMÉiÉ ½èþ* ÊºÉ¡Çò +É{ÉEòÒ ´ÉVÉ½þ ºÉä ºÉ¦ÉÒ ¤ÉSSÉÉå
EòÉä +ÉìxÉ±ÉÉ<xÉ C±ÉÉºÉ Eò®úxÉä {Éb÷ ®ú½äþ ½éþ * ¨É¨¨ÉÒ {ÉÉ{ÉÉ ""PÉ®ú ºÉä EòÉ¨É
Eò®úiÉä ½éþ''* ±ÉÉäMÉ ÊºÉ¡Çò +É{ÉEòÒ ´ÉVÉ½þ ºÉä +{ÉxÉÒ xÉÉèEò®úÒ JÉÉä SÉÖEäò
½éþ* ½þ¨É +{ÉxÉä PÉ®úÉå ºÉä ¤ÉÉ½þ®ú xÉ½þÓ VÉÉ {ÉÉ ®ú½äþ ½éþ* ½þ¨É +{ÉxÉä nùÉäºiÉÉå
ºÉä xÉ½þÓ Ê¨É±É {ÉÉ ®ú½äþ ½éþ * {ÉÉÊ®ú´ÉÉÊ®úEò EòÉªÉÇ, ºÉÉ¨ÉÉÊVÉEò ºÉ¨ÉÉ®úÉä½þ,
vÉÉÌ¨ÉEò ºÉ¨ÉÉ®úÉä½þ xÉ½þÓ ½þÉä {ÉÉ ®ú½äþ ½éþ* ½þ®ú EòÉä<Ç BEò-nÚùºÉ®äú EòÉä ¶ÉEò
EòÒ ÊxÉMÉÉ½þ ºÉä näùJÉiÉÉ ½èþ +Éè®ú nÚù®úÒ ®úJÉiÉÉ ½éþ * ªÉ½þ BEò BäºÉÒ ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ®úÒ
½èþ ÊVÉºÉ¨Éä EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ OÉºiÉ ´ªÉÊHò EòÒ EòÉä<Ç {ÉÉºÉ ®ú½þEò®ú ºÉä´ÉÉ xÉ½þÓ Eò®ú
ºÉEòiÉÉ* +É¶ÉÉ Eò®úiÉÒ ½ÚÄþ ÊEò iÉÖ¨É ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ ¤ÉgøiÉÒ
{É®äú¶ÉÉÊxÉªÉÉå EòÉä ºÉ¨ÉZÉÉäMÉä +Éè®ú VÉ±nù ºÉä VÉ±nù SÉ±Éä VÉÉ+ÉäMÉä*
¨ÉÊ½þEòÉ, ºÉÉiÉ´ÉÓ ¤É

ºÉÆºEòÉ®ú
+SUôÉ<Ç EòÒ ¶ÉÖ¯û´ÉÉiÉ º´ÉÆªÉ ºÉä ½þÒ Eò®úxÉÒ {Éc÷iÉÒ ½èþ*
CªÉÉåÊEò ÊiÉ±ÉEò ¦ÉÒ nÚùºÉ®úÉå EòÉä ±ÉMÉÉxÉä ºÉä {É½þ±Éä JÉÖnù EòÒ =ÄMÉ±ÉÒ
{É®ú ±ÉMÉÉxÉÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ*
"Ê´ÉSÉÉ®ú +MÉ®ú +SUäô ½èþ iÉÉä +{ÉxÉÉ
¨ÉxÉ-½þÒ ¨ÉÆÊnù®ú ½èþ,
+ÉSÉ®úhÉ +MÉ®ú +SUôÉ ½èþ iÉÉä +{ÉxÉÉ
iÉxÉ-½þÒ ¨ÉÆÊnù®ú ½èþ*
´ªÉ´É½þÉ®ú +MÉ®ú +SUôÉ ½èþ iÉÉä +{ÉxÉÉ,
vÉxÉ-½þÒ ¨ÉÆÊnù®ú ½èþ*
+Éè®ú
ªÉ½þ iÉÒxÉÉå +MÉ®ú +SUäô ½èþ iÉÉä... +{ÉxÉÉ
VÉÒ´ÉxÉ-½þÒ ¨ÉÆÊnù®ú ½èþ*
®úÉMÉÉ¨ÉÞiÉÉ, +É`ö´ÉÓ +
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EòÉä±É½þÉ±É
+ÉVÉ ®úÊ´É =nùÉºÉ lÉÉ
{ÉÊIÉªÉÉå Eäò {ÉÉºÉ ¦ÉÒ Eò±É®ú´É
xÉ½þÓ ¶ÉÉä® lÉÉ CªÉÉåÊEò EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ lÉÉ
¨Éé xÉä {ÉÚUôÉ iÉÉä Eò½þ =`äö
EÖòUô +vÉÒ®ú ½þÉä =`äö
+ÉÆJÉÉå ¨Éå +¶Eò ¦É®ú
+ÉäºÉ EòÉä iÉÞhÉ {É®ú ®úJÉ
Eò½þxÉä ±ÉMÉä näù´É¦ÉÚÊ¨É
¨Éå näùJÉÉä xÉ EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ ºÉè±ÉÉ¤É +ÉªÉÉ
Eò±É ½þÒ EòÉÆ{É =`öÒ lÉÒ
´ÉºÉÖÆvÉ®úÉ, xÉ VÉÉxÉä |ÉEÞòÊiÉ
CªÉÉä @ñ¹`ö ½þÉä ®ú½þÒ BäºÉä
¨Éé ¦ÉÒ Eò½þÉ Eò¨É lÉÒ
Eò½þ =`öÒ BäºÉä xÉ ½þÉä
+vÉÒ®ú EÖòUô iÉÉä ®úJÉÉä
vÉÒ®ú ºÉ¤É `öÒEò ½þÉä VÉÉBMÉÉ
iÉ¦ÉÒ {ÉÊIÉªÉÉå EòÉ EòÉä±É½þÉþ±É
lÉ¨É MÉªÉÉ, +ÉÆxÉnùÒiÉ ½þÉä ¨ÉÆjÉ¨ÉÖMvÉ
Eò®ú MÉªÉä Eò±É®ú´É Eò®ú =`äö
¦ÉÉºEò®ú ¦ÉÒ ÊEò®úhÉå Ê¤ÉJÉ®úxÉä ±ÉMÉä
½þ®ú iÉ®ú¡ò BEò +É¶ÉÉ =¨¨ÉÒnù VÉÉMÉ
MÉ<Ç, ®úÊ´É ¦ÉÒ Eò½þxÉä ±ÉMÉÉ +¤É iÉÉä ½þÉäMÉÉ EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ EòÉ +ÆiÉ
=`ö VÉÉ+Éä ¦ÉÉä®ú ½þÉä MÉ<Ç *
Ênù´ªÉxÉ¶ÉÒ, {ÉÉÄSÉ´ÉÒ ¤É

CREATIVE CORNER

MÉÒiÉ - ½äþ ½ÆþºÉ ´ÉÉÊ½þxÉÒ
½äþ ½ÆþºÉ´ÉÉÊ½þxÉÒ, iÉÖ¨É ½þÉä YÉÉxÉ nùÉÊªÉxÉÒ
Ê´ÉtÉ +Éè®ú ºÉÆMÉÒiÉ EòÉ ½þ¨ÉEòÉä näù nùÉä YÉÉxÉ
½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÖÊrù iÉäVÉ Eò®úÉä ½þ¨É ºÉ¤ÉEòÉä nùÉä ´É®únùÉxÉ
½þÉlÉÉå ¨Éå ´ÉÒhÉÉ, ¨ÉÖEÖò]õ ºÉ®ú ½èþ
¥ÉÀÉÆb÷ EòÉ YÉÉxÉ iÉÖ¨ÉºÉä ½þÒ ½èþ **
ºÉÖxÉ ±ÉÉä Ê´ÉxÉiÉÒ ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ
½ÆþºÉ EòÒ näùJÉÉä ºÉ´ÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ**
½þ¨É ¨ÉÚ®úJÉ +YÉÉxÉÒ, {ÉÚVÉÉ Eò®úxÉÉ xÉ VÉÉxÉÒ-*2*
¤ÉºÉ iÉä®úÉ ½þÒ ºÉ½þÉ®úÉ ½èþ EÖòUô xÉ ½þ¨ÉEòÉä YÉÉxÉ
½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÖÊrù iÉäVÉ Eò®úÉä ½þ¨É ºÉ¤ÉEòÉä nùÉä ´É®únùÉxÉ**
ºÉÆMÉÒiÉ ÊºÉJÉÉªÉÉ ºÉ¤ÉEòÉä iÉÖ¨ÉxÉä,
´Éänù {ÉÖ®úÉhÉ ºÉÒJÉÉ ½þ¨ÉxÉä*
SÉ®úhÉÉå Eäò iÉÖ¨½þÉ®äú vÉÚ±É ½éþ ½þ¨É,
VÉÉä ÊJÉ±É ºÉEäò xÉ ¡Úò±É ½éþ ½þ¨É**
nùªÉÉ EòÒ oùÎ¹]õ ®úJÉxÉÉ, +{ÉxÉÒ ¶É®úhÉ ¨Éä ®úJÉxÉÉ*2*
<ÆºÉÉxÉ ½þ¨É +SUôÉ ¤ÉxÉä, ½èþ +¦ÉÒ +xÉVÉÉxÉ
½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÖÊrù iÉäVÉ Eò®úÉä ½þ¨É ºÉ¤ÉEòÉä nùÉä ´É®únùÉxÉ
ÊVÉ±É, nùºÉ´ÉÓ +

=¨¨ÉÒnù ½èþ iÉÉä ËVÉnùMÉÒ ½èþ
=¨¨ÉÒnù EòÉ nùÉ¨ÉxÉ Eò¦ÉÒ xÉ UôÉäc÷Éä,
xÉ iÉÉäc÷Éä Ê´É·ÉÉºÉ,
®úÊ´É EòÒ ÊEò®úhÉ Eò½þiÉÒ ºÉnùÉ, xÉ UÚô]äõ +ÉºÉ*
½þÉä ÊxÉiÉ |ÉJÉ®ú JªÉÉÊiÉ ¡èò±ÉÉ+Éä,
VÉMÉ EòÉä |ÉEòÉÊ¶ÉiÉ Eò®ú VÉÉ+Éä*
iÉ¦ÉÒ ¤ÉxÉÉäMÉä <Eò ÊnùxÉ ¨É½þÉxÉ*
¨É¨ÉiÉÉ EòÉ +ÉÄSÉ±É ¡èò±ÉÉªÉä |ÉEÞòÊiÉ Eò®äú MÉÖhÉ
=¨¨ÉÒnù ½èþ iÉÉä ËVÉnùMÉÒ ½èþ
½þ®ú ¶ÉÉ¨É <ºÉÒ {É®ú JÉi¨É ½þÉä
VÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ ÊEò SÉ±ÉÉä +ÉVÉ EòÉ
ÊnùxÉ +SUôÉ ¤ÉÒiÉ MÉªÉÉ,
+Éè®ú +MÉ±ÉÒ ºÉÖ¤É½þ ¤Éä½þiÉ®úÒxÉ ½þÉäMÉÒ
+Éè®ú VÉÉä =¨¨ÉÒnù +ÉVÉ +vÉÚ®úÒ ®ú½þ MÉ<Ç
´É½þ Eò±É VÉ°ü®ú {ÉÚ®úÒ ½þÉäMÉÒ
<ºÉÒ =¨¨ÉÒnù Eäò ºÉÉlÉ ½þ®ú ºÉÖ¤É½þ ½þÉäMÉÒ,
<ºÉÊ±ÉB =¨¨ÉÒnù ½èþ iÉÉä ËVÉnùMÉÒ ½èþ *

ºÉÉiÉ ºÉÖ®úÉä EòÉ MÉÉxÉ ½èþ
ºÉÉiÉ ºÉÖ®úÉä EòÉ MÉÉxÉ ½èþ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ*
¨ÉÉÄ EòÒ ±ÉÉäÊ®úªÉÉå ¨Éå ¤É½þiÉÉ ¨É¨ÉiÉÉ
EòÉ +¨ÉÞiÉ{ÉÉxÉ ½èþ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ*
Eò±É- Eò±É Eò®úiÉÒ +Ê´É®ú±É ¤É½þiÉÒ,
MÉÆMÉÉ EòÒ {ÉÉ´ÉxÉ vÉÉ®úÉ ºÉÉ MÉÚÆVÉiÉÉ
{ÉÉ´ÉxÉ MÉÒiÉ ¨É½þÉxÉ ½èþ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ*
ºÉÉiÉ ºÉ¨ÉÖxpùÉå EòÒ MÉ½þ®úÉ<Ç, Ê½þ¨ÉÉ±ÉªÉ
{É´ÉÇiÉ EòÒ >ÆðSÉÉ<Ç , MÉÚÆVÉ ®ú½þÉ VÉÉä ½þ®ú {É±É ºÉÉÆºÉÉä ¨Éå,
vÉc÷EòxÉ EòÉ ´ÉÉä ºÉÉVÉ ½èþ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ*
|Éä¨É ½èþ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ ,{ªÉÉ®ú ½èþ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ,
|ÉEÞòÊiÉ EòÉ ¸ÉÞÆMÉÉ®ú ½èþ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ*
ºÉÚ®úVÉ EòÒ ÊEò®úhÉÉå ºÉÒ =VV´É±É,
SÉÉÆnù EòÒ SÉÉÄnùxÉÒ ºÉÒ ¶ÉÒiÉ±É,
iÉÉ®úÉå ºÉä ºÉÖºÉÎVVÉiÉ +ÉºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ
¨Éå ºÉÖÆnù®ú SÉ¨ÉEòÒ±ÉÉ ¶ÉÉ±É ½èþ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ*
{ÉÊIÉªÉÉå EòÉ SÉ½þSÉ½þÉxÉÉ, EòÉäªÉ±É EòÉ MÉÖxÉMÉÖxÉÉxÉÉ,
¤ÉSSÉÉå EòÉ ÊJÉ±ÉÊJÉ±ÉÉxÉÉ +Éè®ú ¨ÉÉÄ EòÉ ¨ÉÖºEÖò®úÉxÉÉ ½èþ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ*
´ÉÒ®úÉå EòÉ ¶ÉÉèªÉÇMÉÉxÉ ½èþ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ*
´ÉÒ®úÉÆMÉxÉÉ+Éä EòÉ ºÉ¨¨ÉÉxÉ ½èþ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ*
¶É¤nùÉä EòÒ iÉÖEò¤ÉxnùÒ xÉ½þÒ ½èþ
¶ÉÉèªÉÇ MÉÉlÉÉ+Éå EòÉ ¨É½þÉ|ÉÉhÉ ½èþ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ*
ÊEòºÉÉxÉ Eäò ±É½þ±É½þÉiÉä JÉäiÉ ½éþ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ*
®äúÊMÉºiÉÉxÉ EòÒ ®äúiÉ ½èþ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ*
|ÉEÞòÊiÉ EòÉ ={É½þÉ®ú ½èþ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ*
+xÉÖVÉÉ Ê¦Ébä÷, Uô`ö´ÉÓ -+

VÉÉ®úÉ +½þ¨Énù, SÉÉèlÉÒ ¤É
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½èþ <Ç·É®ú
½èþ <Ç·É®ú ½èþ |É¦ÉÖ <ºÉ
ºÉÞÎ¹]õ {É®ú ¨ÉÉèVÉÚnù iÉÖ¨É
½þ®ú ºÉÚI¨É EòhÉ ¨Éå iÉÖ¨É
½äþ |É¦ÉÖ WÉ½þÉÆ näùJÉÚÆ
´É½þÉÆ ½þÉä iÉÖ¨É *
Eò¦ÉÒ xÉÒ®ú ¨Éå
xÉÒ®ú Eäò ½þ®ú °ü{É ¨Éå
¤É¡Çò ¨Éå {ÉÉxÉÒ ¨Éå +ÉäºÉ ¨Éå
VÉÒ´ÉxÉ Eäò ½þ®ú {É±É ¨Éå *
½èþ |É¦ÉÖ {ÉÖ¹{ÉÉå ¨Éå, ¡Úò±ÉÉå ¨Éå
SÉÉÆn ¨Éå iÉÉ®úÉå ¨Éå
½þ¨ÉÉ®äú ºÉ¡ò±É ½þÉäiÉä EòÉ¨ÉÉå ¨Éå *
½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ JÉÖÊ¶ÉªÉÉå ¨Éå
½þ®ú VÉMÉ½þ ½þÉä iÉÖ¨É
+zÉ ¨Éå, ¨ÉÖZÉ ¨Éå, iÉÖ¨É ¨Éå
ºÉÞÎ¹]õ Eäò ½þ®ú EòhÉ ¨Éå,
ºÉ¤É VÉMÉ½þ ½þÉä iÉÖ¨É *

Ê¶ÉIÉÉ EòÉä MÉÒiÉ ¤ÉxÉÉªÉåMÉå
½þ¨Éå ¨ÉxÉ¨ÉÒiÉ ¤ÉxÉÉªÉÉ Ê¶ÉIÉÉ EòÉä MÉÒiÉ ¤ÉxÉÉªÉåMÉå*
MÉÖ°ü VÉxÉÉå EòÒ |Éä®úhÉÉ {ÉÉEò®ú YÉÉxÉ EòÒ VªÉÉäÊiÉ VÉ±ÉÉªÉåMÉå*
Ê¶É¶ÉÖ ºÉ¨É ªÉ½þ VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ½èþ +{ÉxÉÉ*
ºÉÆ¦ÉÉÊ´ÉiÉ ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉ EòÒ ®ú½þÒ Eò±{ÉxÉÉ*
ºÉ®úº´ÉiÉÒ EòÉ º¨É®úhÉ ½èþ |ÉÊiÉÊnùxÉ*
Eò®åú {ÉgøÉ<Ç ´ÉhÉÇ¨ÉÉ±ÉÉ EòÉä ÊMÉxÉ ÊMÉxÉ*
MÉÖ¯û+Éå EòÉ ºÉ¨¨ÉÉxÉ Eò®åúMÉå ´ÉÉä iÉÉä Eò±ªÉÉhÉ Eò®åúMÉå*
ÊxÉiÉ ÊxÉiÉ ºÉ¤ÉEòÉä ¶ÉÒ¶É ZÉÖEòÉªÉåMÉå*
MÉÖ°ü VÉxÉÉå EòÒ |Éä®úhÉÉ {ÉÉEò®ú YÉÉxÉ EòÒ VªÉÉäÊiÉ VÉ±ÉÉªÉåMÉå*
®ú½þiÉÉ Ê´ÉtÉ Ê¤ÉxÉ ´ªÉÊHò +vÉÚ®úÉ*
Ê¶ÉIÉEò ½þÒ ºÉ¤É EÖòUô Eò®úiÉÉ ½èþ {ÉÚ®úÉ*
ºÉnùÉ ºÉiªÉ +Ë½þºÉÉ ¨ÉÉMÉÇ ÊnùJÉÉiÉÉ*
¨ÉÉxÉ´ÉiÉÉ EòÉ {ÉÉ`ö ºÉnùÉ {ÉgøÉiÉÉ*
ºÉiEòÉ®úÒ ½ÚÄþ +É¦ÉÉ®úÒ ¨Éé ½ÚÄþ VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ¦É®ú*
{É®úÉä{ÉEòÉÊ®úiÉÉ ºxÉä½þÒ ¦ÉÉ´É ÊnùJÉ Eò®ú*
½þ®ú ¨ÉÖÎ¶Eò±É ¨Éå ¦ÉÒ ºÉ¤ÉEäò ºÉÆMÉ ¨ÉÖºEòÉªÉåMÉå*
MÉÖ°ü VÉxÉÉå EòÒ |Éä®úhÉÉ {ÉÉEò®ú YÉÉxÉ EòÒ VªÉÉäÊiÉ VÉ±ÉÉªÉåMÉå*

=MÉiÉä ºÉÚªÉÇ ¨Éå, ¨ÉÆÊnù®ú EòÒ ¨ÉÚÌiÉ ¨Éå
¨ÉÉÆ EòÒ ºÉÚ®úiÉ ¨Éå,
ÊEòºÉÒ EòÉä ¤ÉxÉÉxÉä ¨Éå, ÊEòºÉÒ EòÉä
Ê¨É]õÉxÉä ¨Éå ½èþ |É¦ÉÖ ½þ®ú VÉMÉ½þ ½þÉä iÉÖ¨É

xÉä½þÒ ¨ÉÉänùÒ, nùºÉ´ÉÓ ¤É

ÊEò®úhÉ ¡èò±É xÉ¦É
iÉÖ¨½åþ, iÉÖ¨½þÉ®äú uùÉ®úÉ ¤ÉxÉÉ<Ç ½Öþ<Ç ºÉÞÎ¹]õ EòÉä
xÉnùÒ, ºÉ¨ÉÖÆnù®ú EòÉä, ¨ÉÉxÉ´É EòÉä ºÉ¤É EòÉä
EòÉä]õÒ EòÉä]õÒ xÉ¨ÉxÉ, ½þ®ú =¨¨ÉÒnù ¦É®úÒ ºÉÖ¤É½þ EòÉä
|ÉÉiÉ EòÉ±É EòÉä ºÉÖ¤É½þ ½þÉäiÉä ½ÖþB ¦ÉÉä®ú EòÉä
®úÉMÉ iÉxÉ´ÉÒ, +É`ö´ÉÓ ¤É
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ÊEò®úhÉ ¡èò±É xÉ¦É ¨Éå MÉ<Ç, VÉMÉ VÉÉ+Éä ºÉ¤É ±ÉÉäMÉ*
vªÉÉxÉ Eò®úÉä |É¦ÉÖ EòÉ ºÉnùÉ, Eò®ú ±ÉÉä ºÉÉ®äú ªÉÉäMÉ**
º´ÉSUô ®úJÉÉä iÉxÉ ¨ÉxÉ ºÉnùÉ, SÉ±Éä ±ÉäJÉxÉÒ VÉÉä®ú*
ºÉÖ¤É½þ ºÉ¤Éä®äú ÊEò®úxÉä ±ÉÉiÉÒ xÉ´É ºÉÆSÉÉ®ú,
BEò nÚùVÉä ºÉä ºxÉä½þ ¤ÉxÉä, ºÉVÉä +vÉ®ú ¨ÉÖºEòÉxÉ*
xÉ´É±É |ÉÉiÉ& EòÒ xÉ´É±É ®úÎ¶¨É näùiÉÒ EÖòUô {ÉèMÉÉ¨É,
+lÉEò ÊxÉ®ÆúiÉ®ú SÉ±ÉiÉä VÉÉ+Éä Ê¨É±ÉäMÉÉ =SSÉ ºlÉÉxÉ*
½þ¹ÉÉÇ±ÉÒ, +É`ö´ÉÓ +
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¤ÉºÉÆiÉ
¤ÉºÉÆiÉ @ñiÉÖ EòÉ ¨ÉÉèºÉ¨É +ÉªÉÉ*
|ÉEÞòÊiÉ {É®ú ¨ÉvÉÖ¨ÉÉºÉ UôÉªÉÉ**
ºÉÚJÉä {Éäc÷ ¦ÉÒ ½þ¹ÉÉÇxÉä ±ÉMÉä*
EòÊ±ÉªÉÉå ºÉä {ÉkÉä ¤ÉÊiÉªÉÉxÉä ±ÉMÉä**
ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉå xÉä MÉÒiÉ MÉÖxÉMÉÖxÉÉªÉÉ*
¦ÉÆ´É®úÉ ¦ÉÒ JÉÚ¤É ¨ÉÆb÷®úÉªÉÉ**
¨ÉºiÉ-¨ÉºiÉ {É´ÉxÉ ¨ÉÖºEò®úÉªÉÉ*
JÉÖ¶É¤ÉÚ xÉä +¤É ®ÆúMÉ SÉgøÉªÉÉ**
<xpùvÉxÉÖ¹É +ÉºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ UôÉªÉÉ*
¤É½þÉ®úÉå ºÉä º´ÉÉMÉiÉ Eò®úÉªÉÉ**
¶É½þxÉÉ<Ç PÉ®ú-PÉ®ú ¤ÉVÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ*
¤ÉvÉÉ<ÇªÉÉÆ ¦ÉÒ MÉ´ÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ**
BEò-nÚùºÉ®äú EòÉä MÉ±Éä ±ÉMÉÉªÉÉ*
JÉÖÊ¶ÉªÉÉÆ näùJÉ EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ PÉ¤É®úÉªÉÉ**
¦ÉÉ´ÉÉå xÉä ¨ÉÉPÉ ºxÉÉxÉ ÊEòªÉÉ ½éþ*
MÉÆMÉÉ +¨ÉÞiÉ {ÉÉxÉ ÊEòªÉÉ ½èþ**
ÊVÉMÉÒ¹ÉÉ nùºÉ´ÉÓ +

BEò |ÉªÉÉºÉ
BEò |ÉªÉÉºÉ ¨ÉéxÉä ÊEòªÉÉ lÉÉ
PÉÖ]õxÉÉå Eäò ¤É±É SÉ±ÉxÉä EòÉ
{ÉMÉ {ÉÉ´É vÉ®úxÉä EòÉ Ê¡ò®ú
¨Éé SÉ±ÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ, nùÉèc÷xÉä ±ÉMÉÒ
BäºÉÉ ½þÒ ½þ¨Éä¶ÉÉ Eò®úxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ *
BEò |ÉªÉÉºÉ ¨ÉéxÉä ÊEòªÉÉ lÉÉ
´ÉhÉÇ ¨ÉÉ±ÉÉ ÊºÉJÉxÉä EòÉ
ÊºÉJÉ MÉ<Ç ¶É¤nù ¤ÉxÉÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ
´ÉÉCªÉ ¤ÉxÉxÉä ±ÉMÉä ´ÉHò
+ÉªÉÉ {ÉÖºiÉEò Ê±ÉJÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ *
BEò |ÉªÉÉºÉ ¨ÉéxÉä ÊEòªÉÉ
VÉÒ´ÉxÉ {ÉlÉ {É®ú +ÉMÉä ¤ÉgøxÉä
EòÉ ÊEòºÉÒ xÉ b÷®úxÉä EòÉ
+Éè®ú +ÉMÉä ¤Égø MÉ<Ç *
BEò |ÉªÉÉºÉ ¨ÉéxÉä ÊEòªÉÉ
¤Éc÷Éå EòÉ +Énù®ú Eò®úxÉä EòÉ
UôÉä]õÉå EòÉä ºxÉä½þ näùxÉä EòÉ
ºÉ¤É EòÉä ºÉÉlÉ näùxÉä EòÉ
BEò |ÉªÉÉºÉ ¨ÉéxÉä ÊEòªÉÉ *
VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ¨Éå ºÉ¡ò±ÉiÉÉ
{ÉÉxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB |ÉªÉÉºÉ
¤É½ÖþiÉ VÉ°ü®úÒ ½èþ
VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ½èþ iÉÉä
|ÉªÉÉºÉ ½èþ +Éè®ú
|ÉªÉÉºÉ ½èþ iÉÉä VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ½èþ
<ºÉÊ±ÉB ¨ÉéxÉä ¦ÉÒ
|ÉªÉÉºÉ ÊEòªÉÉ ®úSÉxÉÉ Ê±ÉJÉxÉä EòÉ *
|ÉhÉ´ÉÒ, nùºÉ´ÉÓ +

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ
EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ EòÒ MÉÊiÉ ¤É±É´ÉÉxÉ
VÉÉä xÉÉ{É {ÉÉB ´ÉÉä ¨É½þÉxÉ
ºÉÖ¤É½þ ¶ÉÉ¨É Eò¦ÉÒ iÉÚ xÉ
lÉEòiÉÉ iÉä®äú +ÉMÉä ½þ®ú EòÉä<Ç
ZÉÖEòiÉÉ iÉÚ ÊEòºÉÒ EòÉ xÉ
¤ÉxÉÉ ºÉ½þÉ®úÉ iÉä®äú +ÉMÉä
ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ½þ®ú EòÉä<Ç ½þÉ®úÉ
EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ Eònù¨É ºÉä
Eònù¨É Ê¨É±ÉÉEò®ú ½èþ SÉ±ÉxÉÉ
ºÉ¨ÉªÉ Eäò xÉ½þÒ ½èþ {ÉÉÄ´É
<xÉEäò SÉ±ÉxÉä EòÒ +É´ÉÉWÉ
ºÉÖxÉÉ<Ç nåùMÉÒ ÊnùxÉ ®úÉiÉ
ÊEòºÉÒ Eäò ½þÉlÉÉå ¨Éå iÉÉä
PÉ®ú EòÒ Ênù´ÉÉ®úÉå {É®ú SÉÉÄnù
ºÉä MÉÉä±É SÉGò ¨Éå ®ú½þiÉÉ
VÉÉ ½þ¨Éå EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ Eäò ºÉ¨ÉªÉ
{É®ú FòÒ¨ÉiÉ ¨ÉÚ±É ÊnùJÉÉiÉÉ
ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ÊEòºÉÒ EòÉ ºÉÉlÉ xÉ
ÊxÉ¦ÉÉiÉÉ {É®ú VÉÉä ºÉ¨ÉªÉ
EòÉ VÉÉä ½þÉlÉ {ÉEòc÷Eò®ú
SÉ±Éä ªÉä =ºÉÒ EòÉ ½þÉä VÉÉiÉÉ
ºÉ¨ÉªÉ Eäò {ÉÉºÉ xÉ½þÒ ½èþ
EòÉä<Ç ¯ûEòxÉä EòÉ ¤É½þÉxÉÉ
ºÉ¨ÉªÉ {É®ú VÉÉä ºÉ¨ÉZÉ
MÉªÉÉ ´ÉÉä YÉÉxÉÒ Eò½þ±ÉÉªÉÉ
+Éè®ú VÉÉä xÉ ºÉ¨ÉZÉ {ÉÉªÉÉ
<ÆºÉÉxÉ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ EòÒ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ
´ÉÉä +YÉÉxÉÒ Eò½þ±ÉÉªÉÉ *
iÉxÉ´ÉÒ, nùºÉ´ÉÓ +
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VÉÉ EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ VÉÉ
VÉÉ EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ VÉÉ*
VÉÉ EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ VÉÉ*
iÉä®úÉ +ÉxÉÉ ÊEòºÉÒ EòÉä xÉÉ ¦ÉÉªÉÉ*
iÉÚxÉä ºÉ¤ÉEòÉä nÖù&JÉ {É½ÖÆþSÉÉªÉÉ *
PÉ® úºÉä ¤ÉÉ½þ®ú EòÉä<Ç Eò½þÓ xÉÉ VÉÉB*
¨ÉÉÄ ¤ÉÉä±Éä ½þÉlÉ vÉÉäBÆ *
¤ÉÉ¤ÉÉ ¤ÉÉä±Éä ¨ÉÉºEò ±ÉMÉÉBÆ *
½þ¨ÉºÉä nÚù®úÒ xÉÉ ºÉ½þÒ VÉÉB *
ºÉJÉÉ-ºÉ½äþ±ÉÒ ¦ÉÚ±É VÉÉB,
ºÉ¤É ½þ¨ÉºÉä nÚù®ú ½ÖþB *
ºEÚò±É +Éè®ú ]õÒSÉ®ú EòÒ ªÉÉn ùºÉiÉÉB*
xÉÉxÉÒ EòÉ PÉ®ú ½þ¨Éå ¤ÉÖ±ÉÉB,
vÉ¨ÉÉ-SÉÉèEòc÷Ò JÉÚ¤É ¨ÉSÉÉB *
VÉÉ Eò®úÉäxÉÉ VÉÉ EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ VÉÉ *
½þ¨É iÉÖZÉºÉä xÉ½þÓ b÷®úiÉä
½þ¨É iÉÖZÉºÉä ½èþ ±Éc÷iÉä
½þ¨É ¨Éå ½èþ +¤É <iÉxÉÉ ½èþ nù¨É
iÉÖZÉä ¨ÉÉ®ú Eò®ú ½þÒ ®ú½åþMÉä ½þ¨É *
+SUôÉ xÉÉMÉÊ®úEò ¤ÉxÉEò® úÊnùJÉÉBÆ*
ºÉ®úEòÉ®ú Eäò ÊxÉªÉ¨É +{ÉxÉÉBÆ*
PÉ®ú ¨Éä ¤Éè`äö iÉÖZÉä ½þ®úÉBÆ
+Éè®ú Ê¡ò® +{ÉxÉÉ VÉÒ´ÉxÉ JÉÖ¶É ½þÉ±É ¤ÉxÉÉBÆ *
VÉÉ EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ VÉÉ*
VÉÉ EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ VÉÉ *
ºÉ¨ÉÒ½þÉ ºÉÉiÉ´ÉÓ ¤É
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EòÉä®úÉäxÉÉ ¨É½þÉEòÉ±É
CªÉÉ JÉÚ¤É ½èþ ªÉ½þ EòÉ®úÉäxÉÉ EòÉ±É
iÉÉÆb÷´É Eò®ú ®ú½þÒ JÉÚ¤É ÊºÉªÉÉºÉÒ SÉÉ±É
Eò½þÓ ¯ûEò xÉ VÉÉB ªÉä ºÉÆºÉÉ®ú
JÉÚ¤É ¤ÉVÉ ®ú½þÉ Eò®úÉäxÉÉ EòÉ føÉä±É
vÉÉÌ¨ÉEò |ÉÉhÉÒ +Éè®ú näù¶É¦ÉHò ºÉSSÉÉ ªÉä ±ÉMÉiÉÉ ½èþ*
iÉ¦ÉÒ iÉÉä ¶ÉÉªÉnù EòÉä<Ç xÉ +ÉiÉÉ ½è,
vÉÉÌ¨ÉEò ºlÉ±ÉÉå EòÒ ¦ÉÒc÷ ºÉä ¤ÉSÉiÉÉ ½Öþ+É ½èþ EòÉ®úÉäxÉÉ EòÉ ªÉ½þ EòÉ±É
CªÉÉå ºÉÖxÉiÉÉ xÉ½þÓ +É Eò®ú EòÉä<Ç
<xÉ Eò®úÉäxÉÉ {ÉÒÊc÷iÉÉå EòÉ nÖùJÉ
Eò®úiÉÒ |ÉÉlÉÇxÉÉ ªÉ½þÒ iÉÖZÉºÉä
½äþ <Ç·É®ú ¨Éä®äú VÉxÉ-VÉxÉ Eäò |ÉÉhÉ ¤ÉSÉÉ+Éä
Eò®úÉä ®úIÉÉ ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ þ*
½þ®ú ºÉÖ¤É½þ ®úÊ´É EòÉ <ÆiÉVÉÉ®ú ®ú½þiÉÉ ½èþ
{É®ú CªÉÉ Eò®åú ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ¤Éc÷É MÉÆ¦ÉÒ®ú +Éè®ú {ÉÊ®úÎºlÉÊiÉªÉÉÄ ¤Éc÷Ò Ê´ÉEò]õ ½èþ
ÊnùxÉEò®ú =¨¨ÉÒnù iÉÉä ±ÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ {É®
½þ®ú {É±É ½þ®ú ºÉ¨ÉªÉ b÷®ú ±ÉMÉiÉÉ ®ú½þiÉÉ ½èþ
+¤É CªÉÉ ½þÉäMÉÉ +¤É ½þ´ÉÉBÆ ¦ÉÒ ZÉ®úÉäJÉä ºÉä ZÉÉÆEò ®ú½þÒ ½èþ
{ÉÆUôÒ ¦ÉÒ b÷É±É {É®ú VÉÉ ¤Éè`äö ½éþ
¡Úò±ÉÉå xÉä ÊJÉ±ÉxÉä ºÉä <ÆEòÉ®ú Eò®ú ÊnùªÉÉ
½þ®ú VÉMÉ½þ ¤ÉºÉ ¨ÉÉªÉÚºÉÒ ½þÒ ¨ÉÉªÉÚºÉÒ ½èþ
¨ÉxÉ +Éè®ú ¨ÉÎºiÉ¹Eò ¤ÉºÉ =±ÉZÉ Eò®ú ®ú½þ MÉªÉä ½èþ
+¤É CªÉÉ ½þÉäMÉÉ VÉÒ´ÉxÉ EòÉ ºÉÆPÉ¹ÉÇ VÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ
EòÉä<Ç {ÉÚUôxÉä ´ÉÉ±ÉÉ xÉ½þÓ ½þÒ
¤ÉiÉÉxÉä ´ÉÉ±ÉÉ ®úÊ´É nùÉnùÉ +¤É b÷®ú ºÉÉ ±ÉMÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÉ ½èþ
{É®ú CªÉÉ Eò®åú ºÉÖ|É¦ÉÉiÉ iÉÉä Eò½þxÉÉ ½þÉäMÉÉ *
+ÉMÉä iÉÉä ¤ÉgøxÉÉ ½þÉäMÉÉ *
MÉÒiÉÉ ¨ÉÉvÉÖ®úÒ, xÉÉè´ÉÓ +

KUDOS & COMPLIMENTS
PARENT TESTIMONIALS
Thank you for taking care of Zaid. Though he is a
new student he is adjusted with the classes and
very active in the online classes. Please just check
on him everytime so that he will not miss anything.
Sincerely appreciate the efforts of the teachers and
the management.

Thank you very much for all the support extended
to our daughter in these challenging times and
creatively designing learning activities to ensure
full participation of the children and making it look
like a real physical class room. Thank you very
much teachers for your relentless efforts

Parents of Zaid Ali Khan, VIII B

Parents of Amulya Y, X A

Dear Teachers, I am very pleased with how
Sharmishta is progressing, thank you. The way
teachers are interacting with students, their way
of teaching, making learning so interesting and
explaining everything is outstanding..... Special
thanks to Lakshmi Narayan sir for supporting and
encouraging my daughter in other activities also...
Thank you again

Thank you Madam, for all the efforts in making
the online classes as comfortable as the normal
classes.. I know it is not so easy but your efforts in
making the class more effective and familiarizing
the children with the concepts is praise worthy.
Parents of Geethika, VI A

Parents of Sharmishta, VIII C
With the Covid-19 pandemic affecting each and
every life across the globe, as parents, a large
share of our concern was our children’s education.
Though DSE informed us about the commencement of online classes, we were sceptical about
the actual outcome of such arrangements for
young children.
Today, we are happy that DSE, Manikonda has
proved us wrong, pertaining to our concern about
the online classes. Hats off to the teachers and
other staff members of DSE who have gone that
extra mile to make these classes fruitful with
strategic organization of academic details!
Thank you DSE, Manikonda
Parents of Ananya & Aahana Mahapatra

We are very thankful to the school management,
teachers and supporting staff for providing their
best efforts during this pandemic times. You are
doing a wonderful job by taking online classes in
these difficult situations. These online classes are
a great way of utilizing children’s free time and
finishing off their syllabus as well, which not only
enables the students to continue their studies but
also secures their future. The virtual assembly
conducted on the occasion of International Yoga
and Music Day was too good. It is a rare
oppurtunity where parents and children can
participate together in a school activity while
staying at home. It is so much fun and relaxing.
I want to thank the entire team for taking this
initiative.
Thank you so much!!
Vani, Parent of Sai Tanvi, IV B

We convey our heartfelt congratulations for the ongoing online classes for our kids. The teachers are
giving their best to our children. At first we were a little sceptical as to how the online classes would run
and if it will work, but then you all gained our confidence and proved us wrong; you all are actually doing
very good and we all feel proud and thank you for the same. There were continuous special things
awaiting us on yoga day and we can see kids trying to do their best from home. I can see my child’s
enthusiasm to start online classes with all her things ready for that particular time. Apart from academics
they are being taught dance, music. The activities like drawing, colouring, craft work, vegetable painting
and many more are focused upon really well.
I appreciate and thank all the people who are part of online classes for truly moulding my child and her
fellow classmates .
Sriganesh and Rangoli
Parents of Shambhavi PP II A
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PARENT TESTIMONIALS
I would like to congratulate the entire team of DSE,
all the teachers and management for conducting
online classes diligently and professionally. I
believe this is not an easy transition, from a class
room model to online coaching, but the way the
teachers have seamlessly managed this transition
shows the commitment and seriousness on behalf
of the teachers and management to deliver quality
education to their students. As parents, we are
struggling hard to keep up the motivation for our
kids, and your support in this hour of crisis is highly
appreciated. Thanks again for the wonderful
guidance and support to both my wards i.e,
Shriya and Rohan. My respect for this noble
profession and towards all the teachers and
management has increased multiple-folds.
Thanks again for all the support...
Best Regards
RamuKanagiri
Parent of Shriya Kanagiri, X A

Respected Principal Madam and dear teachers,
DSE Manikonda.
In the event of today’s situation- Corona, online
learning classes are good option for Preprimary
kids. It is a tremendous challenge for School
teachers to teach the class students in one hour
and monitor the behavior, learning, concentration
and participation of all kids in one single screen
(laptop/desktop).
DSE school teachers are working hard to make kid
involved and make them understand the lessons.
Teachers question asking ability for checking kid’s
attention is also very good. Activities conducted
by DSE teachers are showing the interest developed in kids and it indicates that they starting,
liking, learning and absorbing lessons.
Hats off to Apoorupa Madam (PP IIA), all teachers
& DSE school management team for your
excellent efforts and overall support. Keep it up
good efforts.
Regards,
Amol Ambavane
Parent of Daiwik, PPII A

We were doubtful about children’s attention towards Online classes, sitting at a different place than school.
But we really appreciate the teachers’ way of teaching and patiently attending to the children and also
encouraging the child to answer the questions asked, without any type of prompting from parents.
Repeatedly telling students about personal hygiene like brushing teeth, taking bath and to be neatly
dressed before sitting for the online classes will surely improve the disciplined behaviour of the children.
We as parents are very satisfied with the quality of the online classes and particularly the manner in which
the teachers’ are able to attract the attention of the children and motivating them to answer the questions
asked, independently.
Lastly, we are happy to inform you that Chaturya’s grandparents are very happy to follow the online
classes. They convey their best wishes for the welfare and the continued prosperity of DSE, Manikonda
and its students.
Thanks and Regards,
Parents of Chaturya Goparapu, I B

The teachers are ensuring novel ways to hold the wavering interest and attention of children. Glad to
see the progress and appreciate your sincerity in addressing the concerns and feedback from parents and
streamlining the classes and tests. Your efforts are truly appreciated.
Parents of Nischith C, VI A

Thank you ma’am I really appreciate all of you, for taking out your time for online classes and exams and
for the continuous support. Hoping the best for rest of the year
Parents of Sreethan P, X A
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